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How to Use the Synonymy
The synonymy lists all genera that were included in source
manuals or were accepted for the U.S. regions by the
Smithsonian Institution. The synonomy does not include all
accepted names, so do not use it unless you have first looked
in the list for the region you are concerned with.
If you have checked the list covering the appropriate region
and have not found the name you were seeking, look it up
alphabetically by genus in the synonymy. Within the genus,
species are also listed alphabetically. When you look up the
species, you will find one of the following cases:
"Accepted" will not appear to the far right, and one or more
synonyms will be listed after the species. Symbols between
the name you looked up and its synonym will explain the
relationship between the two names. If the synonym is part
of the same genus, you may use the family name and
number to look up the synonym (using the instructions to
volume 1 ) .
If the synonym is in a different genus, you will need to look
up that genus in the Guide to Family Numbers (volume 1,
p. 7). For example, had you looked up Rhus radicans in
volume 1 to see if it were the accepted name for poison ivy,
you would not have found it. Then you would look up Rhus
radicans in the synonymy and find Toxicodendron radicans
listed as a synonym. Then you could look up Toxicodendron
in the Guide to Family Numbers and proceed as described
on page 1 of volume 1.
If the name you are looking up is a subspecies or variety, a
synonym may not be listed. If one is not listed, check to see
if the species, listed above the subspecies or variety, has
"Accepted"' written in the right-hand column. If it does, the
species is the accepted name. For example, Abronia
angustifolia var. arizonica (p. 5) is not an accepted name and
has no synonym listed. However, the species A. angustifolia
is accepted, so that is the name you should use.
Also, if a synonym is listed for a species, varieties and
subspecies under that species will take the synonym of the
species unless a separate synonym is shown for them. For
example, Acer grandentatum var. brachypterum (p. 7) has
no synonym listed. Acer grandentatum is not accepted, but a
synonym is listed. That synonym would also be used for
A. grandentatum var. brachypterum. Acer grandentatum var.
sinuosum, however, has a separate synonym listed, which
is the correct synonym.
In rare instances, you may find one of two other possibilities.
If the plant is not listed, the name was not included in our
sources and the consultants did not consider it a valid name.
If the species is listed but no synonym is given, then it was
included in our sources, our consultants considered it
invalid for a United States plant, but they could not
determine the valid synonym. If you encounter either of
these possibilities and the plant is important on your site,
you probably should submit a herbarium specimen for
identification by a local or national authority.
Legends for the Synonj'niy
Symbol (Garrison-Skovlin-Poulton System)
Basic five-letter symbols, consisting of the first five letters,
are used for the generic name. If the name has fewer than
five letters, "-)-" signs are added to make a five-letter
symbol. For example, for fir trees, Abies, the symbol is
ABIES; for wheatgrasses, Agropyron, the symbol is
AGROP; for bluegrasses, Poa, the symbol is POA-I- -|-;
and for maples, Acer, the symbol is ACER + .
Tiebreakers are added to the basic five-letter symbol if
needed. For example, the symbol CHRYS is the first five
letters of several genera—Chrysopsis. Chrysopogon.
Chrysoihamnus, and Chrysanthemum. The genus symbol
for the first one is CHRYS and for the others CHRYS2,
CHRYS3, and CHRYS4.
The symbol for a species is the first two letters of the genus
and the first two of the species. For example, the symbol
for Kentucky bluegrass, Poa pralensis, is POPR. All other
plants having the same four-letter symbol have tiebreakers
in numeric sequence, starting with 2. Examples: POPR2,
POPR3, and so forth.
For varieties or subspecies, the first letter of the variety in a
trinomial or quadrinomial or of the subspecies in a trinomial
is added to the basic four-letter plant name symbol.
Example: Piniis ponderosa variety arizonica has the five-
letter symbol PIPOA.
Synonym
The synonyms listed are almost always accepted names.
Several symbols are sed to clarify further the relationship
of plant names and their synonyms.
#—Our consultants determined that the names had the
same type (the specimen on which the original
description and name of a taxon have been based).
(
—The name above this symbol has a type that is
included in the description of the following name. A
name preceding this sign cannot be an accepted name.
)
—The description for the name above the symbol
includes the type of the name after the sign.
=—The two names linked by this symbol have been used
for the same plant by at least one source. If the name
is used correctly and we know it, the # sign will be
used.
>—One or more sources have used the name above the
sign to include plants covered by other sources'
descriptions for the name following the sign.
<—Plants covered by the description of the plant name
above the sign have been included in the description
of the name after the sign by one or more sources.
N—Some sources or consultants believe the name above
the sign has been misapplied to the name after it.
*
—The two names have been used for the same plant,
but our consultants could not determine if another
sign could be substituted.
Genus/Species
The species is indented below the genus, and the infraspecies
name below the species. If the infraspecies is a subspecies,
the letter S precedes it. If a variety is assigned to a sub-
species, its position in the list reflects that assignment. The
letter X precedes the name of a hybrid taxon. Thus, X
AGROELYMUS is a hybrid genus, and "X STELLOIDES"
is a hybrid species under the genus QUERCUS. Under
Eriophorum is the species angustifoliuin; under the species
is the subspecies subarticum; and under subanicum is the
variety coloraium. So the full name is the quadrinomial,
Eriophorum angustifolium ssp. subarticum var. coloraium.
Occasionally, more than one synonym appears with one or
more of the above symbols. The synonyms are accepted,
but the plant specimen could be either of the accepted
names.
Author
An asterisk following an author means that the Smithsonian
Institution studied the original description fully enough to
confirm that it is accurately cited and that it complies with
the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature (1978,
International Association for Plant Taxonomy, Utrecht,
Netherlands).
Source Manuals
Letters, numbers, or symbols in this column correspond to
the letters in parentheses in the following list of publications,
which includes all major sources that our consultants used.
Sources that are listed but do not have symbols in parentheses
are mainly checklists. Numbers to the left of the sources
give the region to which the source applies.
1-0 Little, E. L., Jr., 1979. Checklist of United
States trees. U.S. Dept. Agr., Agr. Handb. 541.
1,3 (F) Fernald, M.L. 1970. Gray's manual
of botany, 8th ed. Rev. R. C. Rollins. Van
Nostrand Reinhold.
1, 3 (B) Gleason, H. A. 1963. The new Britton and
Brown illustrated flora of the northeastern
United States and adjacent Canada. Hafner
Publishing.
1,3 (G) Gleason, H. A., and Arthur Cronquist. 1963.
Manual of vascular plants of northeastern
United States and adjacent Canada. D. Van
Nostrand.
2 (2) Small, J. K. 1933, 1938. Manual of the
southeastern flora and Ferns of the south-
eastern states. Science Press Printing.
2 Thorne, R. F. 1954. The vascular plants of
southwestern Georgia. Am. Midi. Naturalist
52:257.
2 Sharp, A. J., et al. 1956-1960. A preliminary
checklist of monocots in Tennessee and A
preliminary checklist of dicots in Tennessee.
A. J. Sharp.
2 (C) Radford, A. E., et al. 1968. Manual of the
vascular flora of the Carolinas. Univ. North
Carolina.
2 Ward, D. B. 1968. Checklist of the vascular
flora of Florida /. Univ. Florida Agr. Exp. Sta.
Bull. 726.
2 (L) Long, R. R., and OlgaLakela. 1971. A flora of
tropical Florida. Univ. Miami.
2 Allen, C. M., et al. 1975. A vascular flora of
St. Helena and West Feliciana Parishes. Univ.
Southwestern Louisiana.
2 Balogh, Pamela. 1976. A vegetational survey
of Barksdale Air Force Base. U.S. Dept. Air
Force 2d Civil Engr. Sqdn.
2 Lakela, Olga, et al. 1976. Plants of the Tampa
Bay area, 3d ed. Banyan Books.
2 Smith, E. B. 1978. An atlas and annotated
list of the vascular plants of Arkansas. Edwin
B. Smith.
3 (M) Steyermark, J. A. 1963. Flora of Missouri.
Iowa State Univ.
3-7
A (A) Hulten, Eric. 1968, 1973. Flora of Alaska and
neighboring territories. Stanford Univ. Supp.:
Botaniska Notiser 126, 459.
A Viereck, L. A., and E. L. Little, Jr. 1972.
Alaska trees and shrubs. U.S. Dept. Agr. For.
Serv. Hbk. 410.
A Welsh, Stanley L. 1974. Anderson's Flora of
Alaska and adjacent parts of Canada. Brigham
Young Univ.
H Christensen, Carl. 1925. Revised list of
Hawaiian pteridophyta. Bishop Mus. Bull. 25.
H Wagner, W. H., Jr. 1950. Ferns naturalized
in Hawaii. Occas. Papers Bishop Mus. 20:95.
H St. John, Harold. 1973. List and summary of
the flowering plants in the Hawaiian Islands.
Pacific Tropical Bot. Garden Mem. 1.
C (E) Britton, N. L., and Percy Wilson. 1923-1930.
Botany of Porto Rico and the Virgin Islands
and Supp. New York Acad. Sci.
C (') Hitchcock, A. S. 1936. Manual of the grasses
of the West Indies. U.S. Dept. Agr. Misc.
Publ. 243.
C (@) Liogier, Br. Alain. 1965-1967. Nomenclatural
changes and additions to Britton and Wilson's
"Flora of Porto Rico and the Virgin Islands"
and Further changes and additions to the flora
of Porto Rico and the Virgin Islands. Rhodora
67:315; 69:372.
C (P) Little, E. L., Jr., and F. H. Wadsworth. 1964.
Common trees of Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands. U.S. Dept. Agr. Hbk. 249.
C Woodbury, R. C, et al. 1971. The flora of
Desecheo Island. J. Agr. Univ. Puerto Rico
55:478.
C (V) Little, E. L., Jr., et al. 1974. Trees of Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands. U.S. Dept. Agr.
Hbk. 449.
C Fosberg, F. R. 1976. Revisions in the flora of
St. Croix. Rhodora 78:79.
C Woodbury, R. O., and E. L. Little, Jr. 1976.
Flora of Buck Island National Monument. U.S.
Dept. Agr. For. Serv. Res. Paper ITF-19.
C Woodbury, R. C, et al. 1977. The flora of
Mona and Monito Islands. Univ. Puerto Rico
Agr. Exp. Sta.
C Little, E. L., Ir., et al. 1976. Flora of Virgin
Gorda. U.S. Dept. Agr. For. Serv. Res. Paper
ITF-21.
Habit
The status—native (N) or introduced (I)—refers to the
region or regions nominally covered by the particular part
of the checklist: the United States and Canada, Hawaii, or
the Caribbean region. If we do not know the status, an
asterisk appears instead of N or I. A blank space appears
in the first position of the Habit column, in place of any of
those three symbols, for a species of which only varieties
other than the type variety have grown spontaneously in the
United States. Combinations of codes such as AP, ST, or
ZE indicate a variable growth cycle, habit, or special habitat.
The codes are as
Synonymy for the National List of Scientific Plant Names
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Source Manuals Family Name
L
flMFLA ?
A(«PH I ACH vR I c
Symbol Genus/ Species
Synonym
Source Manuals Family Name
AMOHI S AMPH lACHYK- I S
AM PMl 5 AMPH I AMThUS
AM PH I AMPH I C ARPA
AM PHI 3
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REPENS













S H I N N E R S
AMSON I A T A^ERNAEMONTANA
PURSH
AMSONIA T ABERtJAE^IONTANA SALICIFOLIA
WOODSON •







AMSONIA T ASERNAEMONTANA GATTINGERI
TORH. & FREM.
AMSONI A 9REVI FOLIA
KEARN. t. PEEB.
*
Symbol Genus/Species Author Source Manuals Family Name
Syponyin Habit
LEGUMINOSAE
ALT. PAPILI ONACE AE
ANDRACHNE L. EUPHORBUCEAE 167
ANDROCERA NUTT. SOLANACEAE 2 80


























Source Manuals Family Name
ANLA3
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(T IDEST. IPAYSON
S.UATS.
J . F .MAC8R, SPA YSON














(T .POR TE R)SMALL •
ARABIS LAEVIGATA 8URK I I
TORR. 8 GRAY NON CLAIRV.
ARABI S SHORTI I
A. NELS .
8. BOI V IN •
M. HOPK ,
(S.UAT S. )GREENE
N ARA3I S PE NDUL INA
HIR5UTA (L.)SCOP.
S ESC HSCHOLTZ I ANA ( A N DR 2 . ) HUL TE N





LAEVIGATA (MUHL. EX WILLO.jPOIR. •
M ISSOURIENSIS (GREENE )H.E .AHLES
« ARABIS MI SSOURl ENSIS
LYRATA L.
S KAMCHATKA (FISCH. EX DC.)HULTEN
N.BUSCH
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(M .HOPK. ) FE RNALD
f E RNALD
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Source Manuals Family Name No.
ARHU?
ARCTOSTAPHYLOS
Symbol GenuB/Specles Author Source Manuals Family Name No.
Synonym . Habit
ART02 A. TC^ENTOSA (PURSH)LINDL. •****.*.*..*..**»,OQ.*,S ACCEPTED
N ARCTOSTAPHYLOS COLUMBIANA
ARUV A, UVA-URSI (L.)SPRENG. FBG**'*SV*R»*ZN*U90*A**S ACCEPTED
• S ADENOTRICHA (PERNALD li J . F , MA C BR . ) C AL D E R i R.L.TAYLOR ».•*#.*. •*r. ****.***.. . 5
* S COACTILIS (FERNALO & J . f . MA C BR . ) L OE V E *L OE VE & K AP OOR ..•..*.*.* r .**..*.**.. * PF
ARCTOi ARCTOTIS L. COHPOSITAE
ARST? A, STOECHADI FOLIA dERG •••..••••....••••#00*E*PF ACCEPTED
• GRANOIS (THUNB,)LESS. ..*..*........»***OQ*«*PF
ARDISIA SWARTZ • MYRSINACEAE
A. CRENULATA VENTENAT ....•«*•.•.•*•*••••• #3 * *
N AROISIA SERRULATA
A. CRISPA (THUNe . ) A.DC. .....*......*••*•»••«*. 5
A. POLYCEPHALA ijALLlCH EX A.DC. NOW R.WIGHT *• .2 •*•*••.•*••«••***• * •
< ARD 1 SI A S OLAN AC EA
A. SERRULATA BELLO ••*..*«•..•#•.*.***•*£•*
GRANDI FLORA E.MEYE R
= C ARISS A MACROC ARPA
It MINUART 1 A ARC TI CA























A. UHITNE Y i
GREENE
CR ydb. )magu ire
FErNAL D
( ARNICA ALPINA PLANTAGINEA
J .M.MA COUN
fl ARNICA ALPirjA TOMENTOSA
FE RNAL P





C F E RNALO)H, ROB. NOMEN SUPERFL.
ARNOGLOSSUM RENIFORME
















































(R VDB. )F ERNALO
(NUTT. )TORR. s GRAY
ARTEMISIA GNAPHALODES
ARTEMISIA LUOOVICIANA ALBULA
(BESSER )TORR. i GRAY
NUTT. *
ARTEMISIA DOUGLASIANA
( A.NEL S. ) FE RNALD
(NUTT. )D.KECK























ROTHROCKII (GRAY) H, M.HALL & CLEM.
S ARTEMISIA ROTHROCKII
(GRAY) H, M.HALL S CLEM.
(R YOB. )A. A.BEE TLE
ARTEMI S I A VAS EY ANA
A. A. BEETLE i A.L.YOUNG
STEPHENSON
ARTEM I S lA FUR C ATA
RYDB.




























Source Manuals Family Name No.
LE lODE S
MMM IEnSI S
(!3 LAKE ) SMALL
POLYGALA 6RANDIFL0RA ANGUSTIFOLIA























ASPLENIUM TR I CHOMANES-RAHOS UM
UHE RRY
CR.R. SCOTT EX BERK EL E Y ) UHE RRY
ASPLENIUW EBENOIOES
E.L.BRAUN E X FRIESN. •
ASPLENIUM INEXPECTATUH
AD ANS.
(F.MERTENS 8 W.KOC H) A.HI TC HC.
AIRA ELEGANS
(L . )nA SH
AIRA CARYOPHYLLEA




* S Y« R* • ••+U90* A* • Pf
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« ASIER NOUI-BELGII ELOOES
L.
> ASTER COMMUTATUS






• ASTER SUSULATUS LIGULATUS
LI NDL.
(RTOB. )CRONQ.




LI NOL. EX DC. •
• ASTER SUBSPICATUS
FE RNALD
S ASTER CRENIFOLIUS ARCUAN5
GRAY
< ASTER FOLIACEUS CANSYI
GRAY
> ASTER FOLIACEUS BURKEI
GRAY •
< ASTER FOLIACEUS PARRYl
( D
. C.E AT. )GRA Y •
> ASTER FOLIACEUS FRONOEUS
ATUS FERNALD
E. J.AL EX .
» ASTER PATENS GEORGIANUS
BE RNH .


































• MACHAERANTHERA L EU C AN T HE M I FOL I A
N MACHAERANTHERA CANESCENS
















MACH AE R ANTHERA TEPHROOES
BURGESS
ASTER DRUMMONDII














IVERSI FOLIUS (MICHX. )GRAY
LORIFORMIS BURGESS
A. WALTER I E.J .ALEX.
« ASTER SQUARROSUS
A. X UOLDENII RY08.
< ASTER NEBRASKENSIS
A. XYLORHIZA TORR. & GRAY •































(R YDD. )T IDEST.
ASTRAGALUS TETRAPTEfiUS CINERASCENS
BARNE9Y *






ASTRAGALUS I VE RS I FOL I US
OARNEB Y
ASTRAGALUS TI T A NOP HI LUS
BARNEB Y
ASTRAGALUS XIPHOIDES














FISCH. EX OC. NON PALLAS •
ASTRAGA LUS AGREST 1 S
CR YDB. >T10EST.
ASTRAGALUS HU HI STRATUS
(NUTT. EX TORR. 5 GRAY)6RAY
ASTRAGALUS MISER DECUMBENS
CH.E.J ONES) CRONQ. & 0ARNE8Y
(R YOB. )C RONQ.

















ASTRAGALUS I APH ANUS














a ASTRAGALUS ROBS INS I I FERNALDII
FLEXUOSUS CHOOK. )0OU&L. EX G.DON *
SIERRAE-aLANCAE (RY0B.)9ARNEBY *
FORWOOO II S. WATS .
( ASTRAGALUS AUSTRALIS
WALLOWENSIS (R YOB. )M.E. PECK
AS C«1 9
ASTB AGALUS
Symbol Genus/Species Author Source Manuals Family Name No.
Synonym Habit
• A. FREnONTM GRAV EX TORR. • •••• ••• •
« ASTRAGALUS LENTIGINOSUS FREWONTII
S EREMICUS <SHELOON)AeRAMS • ..••••................• •
A. FRIGIDUS (L.IGRAV F ••••••••••>•>•••••••• • •
N< ASTRAGALUS ACERICANUS
GASPENSIS (ROUSS.) FERNALO f ••.....••........•... . .
U2 A. FUCATUS BARNEBY *••**•*••** ZN*U« *••• * PF ACCEPTED
N ASTRAGALUS SUDCINEREuS
A. GAViOTuS ELMER •••*****•***••****•*.* t *
( ASTRAGALUS TRICHOPODUS PHOXUS
12 A. 6IGANTEUS S.WATS. **•*••*»** *T *••*.*••** • PF ACCEPTED
N< ASTRAGALUS ALPINUS
A. 6LARE0SUS 00U6L. EX HOOK. • •••**••*••.••*...*•••*« *
» ASTRAGALUS PURSHII GLAREOSUS
A. GONIATUS NUTT. • F *••••******•******•*• • *
< ASTRAGALUS AGRE STIS
A. GREENEI GRAY • *••«•*•***.*•*****...*• a
» ASTRAGALUS FLEXUOSUS GREENEI
A. HALEI RYDB. *«* 2 •**• t **••••*. t .*. * f
( ASTRAGALUS CANADENSIS
A. HARRINGTONII ( R YOB
. )H UL T EN •••••<••..•• .
» ASTRAGALUS R0B8INSII HARRINGTON!!
A5 A. HARTWEGII BENTH, • .*.......... 2 ........ . pF
N ASTRAGALUS UACCARUM
A. HARUOODII (MUN2 & MCBURN E Y) A BR AMS ......*.*•............. .
« ASTRAGALUS INSULARIS HARUOOOIl
A. HAYOENIAMUS GRAY .............2......... .
It ASTRAGALUS BISULCATUS HAYDENIANUS
A. HOSACKIAE GREENE .
» ASTRAGALUS HUMISTRATUS HOSACKIAE
D3 A. HOWELLII GRAY ......*••*...... .9 .... . PF ACCEPTED
ABERRANi (fl . E . J ON ES ) C . H I TC H C . ....................... .
( ASTRAGALUS MI SELLUS
A. IDRIENSIS In.E. JONES) ABRAMS .
» ASTRAGALUS LENTIGINOSUS IDRIENSIS
A. IPIPENSUS (» YDS. )UOOTON S STANDL. ....................... .
» ASTRAGALUS KENTROPHYTA ELATUS
A. INCURVUS (R YDB. )ABRAMS NON DESF. • ....................... ,
< ASTRAGALUS PURSHII
A. INEPTUS GRAY ....................... .
« ASTRAGALUS LENTIGINOSUS INEPTUS
^6 A. INSULARIS KELLOGG ...•..*.*.*.. Z .... QQ .. . AF
A. INTONSUS SHELDON NOMEN S UP E R F L . . .
« ASTRAGALUS UILLOSUS
A. lOCHROUS BARNEBY NOMEN SUPERFL. • ....................... PF
( SPHAEROPHYSA SALSULA
3 A. lOOANTHUS S.UATS. ...........**.. *U* 0* ** • PF ACCEPTED
DIAPHANOIDES BARMEBY ....................... .
A. JESUPII (EGGLEST. S S H E LOO N ) B R I T TON F". •.•..• .
» ASTRAGALUS ROBBINSII JESUPII
A. JONESII ABRANS ....................... .
( ASTRAGALUS PURSHII LECTULUS
A. JUNCIFORMIS A.NELS. .
( ASTRAGALUS CONVALLARIUS
N ASTRAGALUS D I U£ RS I FOL I US
A. KAIBENSIS M. E.JONES .............2.. PF
C ASTRAGALUS EPISCOPUS
ASKE A. KENTROPHYI GRAY ....... 5 Y. R. . i N. U900 .. • PF ACCEPTED
ASKEC COLORAOOENSIS M.E.JONES • ............... .j pF ACCEPTED
N ASTRAGALUS KENTROPHYTA ELATUS
ASKEE ELATUS S.UATS. ............. ^ • .y . .Q .. . P FH ACCEPTED
N ASTRAGALUS KENTROPHYTA COLORAOOENSIS
• A. LAGOPINUS (R YOB. }M.E. PECK ..........*..........•* .
« ASTRAGALUS PURSHII LAGOPINUS
ASLA7 A. LANCEARIUS GRAY *. 4 .......... ZN .U **"** * PF ACCEPTED
N ASTRAGALUS EPISCOPUS
« A. LAURENTII ( R Y DB . )M . E. PE C K .
« ASTRAGALUS COLLINUS LAURENTII
• A. LECTULUS S.UATS. ..........*..•*........ .
« ASTRAGALUS PURSHII LECTULUS
ASLE8 A. LENTIGINOSUS OOUGL. EX HOOK. • ........ Y. ... ZN* U9 00 *" PF ACCEPTED
• CARINATUS M.E.JONES ...O".* .
• CHARLESTONENS IS ( C L OK E Y ) BA R NEB Y ....................... .
( ASTRAGALUS LENTIGINOSUS KERNENSIS
ASLEC CHARTACEUS M.E.JONES ............. ...U ..••. > PF
< ASTRAGALUS LENTIGINOSUS ARANEOSUS
• COULTERI (OENTH . )M. E.JONES ................ ..Q* •• « APF
N ASTRAGALUS LENTIGINOSUS COACHELLAE
< ASTRAGALUS LENTIGINOSUS BORREGANUS
ASLED DIPHYSUS < G R AY ) M . E . J ONE S ............. 2N .U ..... . PF
» ASTRAGALUS DIPHYSUS
( ASTRAGALUS LENTIGINOSUS ALBIFLORUS
• MALACOIOES ( B ARNE BY ) 8 A RNE B Y EX A.HOLMGR. S, REVEAL INEO. • ...••..... .
S ASTRAGALUS MALACOIOES
• MARIANUS (RYDB. )BARNEBY Ex A.HOLMGR. S REVEAL INEO. ....................... .
A ASTRAGALUS MARIANUS
• MOKIACENSIS ( G R AY ) M. E . J ONE S .............2......... PF
» ASTRAGALUS MOKIACENSIS
• TREHULETORUM BARNEBY ....................... .
( ASTRAGALUS LENTIGINOSUS SCORPIONIS
• A. LEUCOPSIS (TORR. & GRAY)TORR. i GRAY • O'." PF
< ASTRAGALUS TRICHOPOOUS LONCHUS
ASLI5 A. LINJFOLIUS OSTERH. ....................... PF ACCEPTED
N ASTRAGALUS TOANUS
ASLOi A. LOTlFLORUS HOOK. f BG •** • S Y5 .T 6 ****9 * • • * * PF ACCEPTED
NEURASKENSIS J.M.BATES •• .
• REVERCHONIl (GRAY)M. E.J ONES • . g ........ ..6 ^ ........ . .
ASLY A. LYALLII GRAY 9..... PF ACCEPTED
46
AS TR AGAL US
Symbol Genus/Species
Sypopym


























N ASTRAGALUS ROBBINSII MINOR















(GR AY> M. E. J ONE S
a ASTRAGALUS I R I AC T YL I C US
SEROTINUS GRAY •
H ASTRAGALUS MISER SEROTINUS
SESQUIFLORUS S.k/ATS.
SREUIPES BARNEBY
S ILERANUS M- £ .JONES
( ASTRAGALUS SUBCINEREUS
C ARI ACUS n. E.JONES
C=ASTRAGALUS SUBCINEREUS
SinpLI CIFOL ; US (NUTI.)GRAY
h ASTRAGALUS SPATULATUS
SONORAE GRAY
« ASTRAGALUS HUMISTRATUS SONORAE
SPATULATUS SHELDON
N ASTRAGALUS S I MP L I C I FO L 1 US
UNIFLORUS (R YDB. IBARNEBY
SIENOPMYLLUS TORR. i; GRAY
N ASTRAGALUS F IL IPES
N ASTRAGALUS A TROPUBE S CEN S
(R YDS. )T IDEST.
( ASTRAGALUS FLEXUOSUS GREENEI
FERNALD
C ASTRAGALUS BODINI I
NUTT. •
< ASTRAGALUS ADSURGENS ROBUSTIOR
COULT. S E.H.FISHER








( ASTRAGALUS ADSURGENS ROBUSTIOR
S.UATS .
< ASTRAGALUS KENTROPHYTA IMPLEXUS
(RYDB. )T IDEST. •
ASTRAGALUS LENTIGINOSUS IDRIENSIS
PURSH
(RYDB. )F. J.Ht RM.
GRAY








ASTRAGALUS LI NI FOLIUS
(NUTT . ) GRAY
(GRAY) JEPS. •
ASTRAGALUS TRICHOPOOUS PHOXUS





































WE IS ERE NS IS
It





























*...*.*•*••.. 2N*** ***** PF ACCEPTED
*•*.......... .*...*•.•. *
F ..*•**.*.... *......... .
pf
« SYS .*...*** PF ACCEPTED
***..*....... 2N*U* * *••* PF ACCEPTED
.**.....*.... 2.. ....*.* *
•
...2......... .
Y * PF ACCEPTED
....... Sy*R*****U'5' *"• PF ACCEPTED
***•*.*......*......*** *
F ................ ...... •
FB* •••...... • .......... •
............. ZN.U* ***** PF ACCEPTED
....................... *
....................... *
F B6**** S Y*R* * ***U*?**A** PF ACCEPTED






















Source Manuals Family Name
AS TRA^ ASTRANTh lUM
AS TPE ASTREhLA
ASYNE ASVNEUMA




Gr I SeB. 8 SCHENK
(3 L U .! E












































Source Manuals Family Name No.
.
X COROIFOLI A
8.x DJT] LL VI
I^.X FASTU'OODl AE
FONT INALI S
I N OP I N A















































0OGENH ARD I A
B, CRISPA
(M.E.JONESXEARN, & PEEB, •
BOERHAVIA INT ERMeD IA
GRAY
ANULOCAULIS ERIOSOLENUS




ST A NOL ,





(S .WAT S. )STANDL.
BOERH AUIA COULTERI
BOERHAV IA SPI C ATA
RE I CHE NB.
HERISSANT IA
(L . )KE ARN.


























bOUPRER I A RADULA
































































P I rjNAT UM
TUai FLORUM
C LAK. ) KUR2
KALANCHOE PINNATA
HARV. NOWEN SUPERFL.



















































Source Manuals Family Name
C A LAM 2
CALL tTRI S















MAXIMA (GOULO )C.HI TCHC.
UTAHENSIS (GOULD) C.HITCHC.
CRANT2
ANDHZ. E K DC . •






N CAMELl NA MICROC ARPA
LI NK
(DOUGL. EX LEMM.)RAVEN •
(MUNZ) RAWEN
{ CAMI5S0NIA BOOTHII DESERTORUM
S RUTILA C A . DAV IDS. )MUNZ
( CAMISSONIA BOOTHII DECORTICANS
DENTATA (CAV.)REICHE



























L ANC I FOLI A
UELUTIHA
SACAJ AWEANA






M I CHX .
Cs CAMPANULA DIVARICATA












E .M .DURANO •





(UI TA5EK ) FARW.











8ARBAREA CL.JW. WIGHT EX PIPER *
H BARBAREA VULGARIS
N (JAkBAREA ORTHOCERAS
STRICTA (ANDRZ .) W.WIGHT EX PIPER
N BARBAREA VULGARIS
» BARBAREA STRICTA


























CTENI UM AROMA TI CUM
A.HITCHC.





.. *t ..*•*. ***.*+*9 .**.* PF
CRUCIFERAE TjA
F BGJC'HS Y5RT6ZN>U900A»« ABF ACCEPTED
....................... AF


















*B. **.***.'****. **..*** *
*..**........ ....9..A.. PF ACCEPTED
............. .......A.* PF
* 4 ..**...**..*.*
.90 ... . PF
FBG'C«M$'»R'»'"*9"«" PF ACCEPTED
FB' ....... .**..***.'.*' .
FBG'.'MS Y.RT.ZN.U90>A.. PF ACCEPTED
*..............*.. ..A.. .
* g *************.*..... . .
F Q *.*....*.......*..*. . .






...2,..,,... ....... ..t, BPf





















C. CARIQA E A
C. OOORATA
AOANS.
(OOJ .D.HOOK. & T, THOMSON
CGRISEB. )8RITT0N
&UATTEH Ifl dLA INI I
CURBAN )PRIT TON
OUATT E RI A CAP IB AEA

















P INNAT 1 F 1 1>A
S INUAT A

















K AMTSCHAT I CA
PRAIENSIS
PALUSTRIS










































CAROAM I NF CLEMATIT IS
S.UATS .





























































C I RS 1 UM C AROL I N lANUM







O.M.MOORE EX STEYERM. INEO.
(M ICHX. >PERS.










NUT T, NON VILL ARS *

















........ Y........900'** ABF ACCEPTED
.....*••*..*••.* .?..... A3F




. * . . A *
AF ACCEPTEO
PF ACCEPTEO
CRUC I FE RAE
FBG...MS Y5RT6ZN.U900.. • PF ACCEPTED
..d"" PF
F .6.**M* Y*R*****U90Q-** PF ACCEPTED
..











. C ................. . BF
FBG'C'HS Y5RT6ZN«U900'" 9PF ACCEPTED
...........0.«>« BF




















FBG2C*' "•*••••••••••• PG ACCEPTED
••• •• PG ACCEPTED
F BG.C..S'.... ••••9. "A" PG ACCEPTED
F BG'Cn • •5.T6.... • PG ACCEPTED
...2......... G
FBG2C*MS 'S.Tfi •**•• ....• PG ACCEPTED
f .....H.....6.......... .
f ..J.... ..R....,..0
F BG2C.M. .5.. 6 ••*•***••* P6 ACCEPTED
•• PG
F8G...MS Y.R. .ZN+U9Q.A.. PEG ACCEPTED
F .
....MS ..R. ..*..*.... . •
.e. ..••*..... •••• •
• B..... ...... .......... .
.......
...R.. ....... A.. PEG
•••*" PG ACCEPTED
FBG'C"""'" •••• PG ACCEPTED
F B....M.....6'......'*. PG ACCEPTED
•••J" G




FBG*. •••'..•>••*••. .A.. PG ACCEPTED
...**********..*...
.A. * .
..*****...*..**«. ...A.. PG ACCEPTED
F9G...«S Y"BT.2N»U900A" PG ACCEPTED
f 6. ..••....• PG ACCEPTED
F BG*'* • • Y* R. . ..+.9.*..* PG ACCEPTED
FBG.................... PG ACCEPTED












FBGJC'S Y.R......9..A.. PG ACCEPTED
F .
....................... PG ACCEPTED


























Source MAnuals Family Name
CA SA?
CA SCI
C. X SAXENI I RAYMOND
C. SAXIMONTANA MACKEN2.




CURAIORUH (STACE I) CROMQ. •
fl CAREX CURATORUM
PSEUOOSCIRPOIOEA ( R Y DB . ) C RONQ .
» CAREX PSE UDOSC 1 RPOIDE A
SCIRPIFORHIS (MACKENZ. )0'NE ILL S, OUMAN
« CAREX SCI RPIF ORMIS
STENOCHLAENA TH.HOLM








































Source Manuals Family Name No.
































« CHAENACTIS OOUGLASII RUBRICAULIS
• C. lANACETlFOLIA GRAY
< CHAENACTIS GLABRIUSCULA 6RACII.ENTA
* 6RACILENTA C G R E EN E ) STO CK W .




CH AE NORRHI NUM LANGE
= CHAENARBH I NUH
CHAEROPh YLLUM L.
C. OASrCARPUl (HOOK. EX S . U A T S. ) NUT T . EX SMALL
» CHAEROPHTLLUM TAINTURIERI DASYCARPUH
C. FLORIDANUM (COULT. S ROSE)BUSH
CHAEROPHYLLUn TAINTURIERI FLORIDANUM
C. ShORTII CTORR. i GRAY)BUSH
» CHAEROPHYLLUH PROCJMBENS SHORTII
C. TAINTURIERI HOOK.
FLORIDANUM COULT. Jt ROSE
C. TEXANUM COULT. & ROSE
( CHAEROPHYLLUM TAINTURIERI
CHAETAOELPHA GRAY EX S.UATS.
CHAETOCHLOA SCRIBN.
= SETARIA
C. AMBIGUA (GUSS. ISCRIBN. i MERRILL
« SETARIA VI RID IS AMBIGUA
C. BARBATA (L AM. ) A.HITCHC. g CHASE
If SETARIA BARBATA
C. CORRUGATA ( E LL I T T ) SC R 1 B N .
U SETARIA CORRUGATA
C. GENICULATA ( L AM. ) M I LLSP . (. CHASE
« SETARI A GENICULATA
C. HISPIDA SCRIBN. S MERRILL
( SETARIA CORRUGATA
C . I TAL IC A (L . )SCRIBN.
S SETARI A I TALI CA
C. LUTESCENS (UEIGEL) STUNT2
« SETARI A LUTESCENS
C. MACROSPERMA SCRIBN. & MERRILL
» SETARIA HACROSPERHA
C. MAGNA (GRISEB. )SC RIBN.
fl SETARIA MAGNA
C. RARIFLORA (J.C.MIKAN EX T R 1 N . ) A . H 1 T C hC .
(f SETAfi I A R ARIF LORA
C. SETOSA (SUARTZ) SCRIBN.
» SETARIA SETOSA
C. TENACISSIMA (SCMRAD. JA.HI TCHC. S CHASE
# SETAR 1 A T ENAC ISS IMA
C. VERTICILLATA (L.)SCRIBri.
« SETARI A UEPTI CI LLATA
C. VIRIOIS (L.)SCRIBN.
» SETARIA UIRID IS
C. VULPISETA (L AM. ) A.H I TCHC . 8 CHASE
« SETARI A VULPI SETA
CHAETOPAPPA DC.
CHAFTOTROPIS KUNTH
C. ELONGATA (H .B.K . ) B J OERK M.
» POLYPOGON ELONGATUS
CHALCAS L.
= C AMUN I UM
C. EXOT IC A (L . )HI LLSP.
= MURRAYA PANICULATA



























































AO IC 10 I RES
AigOMA RGINAIA
AMMANN lOI DE S
ANEGAOENSIS






















L ASI OC ARPA
LATA




M I S S U R I C A


















( TORR. & GRAY ) SMALL
It EUPHORBIA ALBOMARG INATA






CBALB. EX SPRENG. ) MI LLSP. *
fl EUPHORBIA BERTERIANA



















( TORR. i GRAY ) SMAL L
» EUPHORBIA fENDLERl











( ENGELM. )SMALL •
n EUPHORBIA HUMISTRATA
(L. )NI LLSP. •





















MESt MBR lANTHEMI FOL I A ( J A CO
.
) D UGA ND •
It EUPHORBIA MESEMBR I ANTHEMI FOL lA
(BOISS.)UOOTON i STANDI.
EUPHORBIA MICROMERA








C LAG. ) SMALL
EUPHORBIA NUTANS




( E NGEL M, )RY DB.
EUPHORBIA PARRYI
(L .) SMALL















• ^•••••• ......E. s









........ R.. ..... ..... Af





































S C OP A R I A
SERPENS




























(L . IME TTEN.





















































































































































































































































































CO. C. EAT. IRYOB.





(NUTT. ) J EPS .
(G RAY) H. M.HALL
(GREENE)H.n.HALL i CLEM.
(GREENE) H.M.HALL 8 CLEM.
(0 .C.E AT. )H .M. HALL & CLEM.
(GREEN E) H.M.HALL & CLEM.
(NUTT, )H.M. HALL & CLEM.
K U N I H
KAULF.
KAULF .















































COULT. & ROSE •
CICUTA MEXICANA
L.
(COULT . S ROSE ) fERNALD
CICUTA MEXICANA
C ICUTA CURTISSI 1
CI ENF


















































(R YDB. )K .SCHUM. •
• CIRSIUf! f OLIOSUH
< C IRSI UM S CARl OSUM





(E ASTW. ) RYOB.





= C I RSI UM D OUGL AS 1 I





( CIRSIUM CALIfORNICUM SERNARDINU"
CALLILEPIS (GREENE )JEPS.




(R YOB. ) COCKLL.
• CIRSIUM DRU^»MONDII
• CIRSIUM FOLIOSUM
R, J .MOORE & C. FRANKT.
CIRSIUM ORUMMONDII
HARV. S GRAY
C I RS I UM PROTE ANUM
C IRSIUM OCCIOENTALE
(MUHL, EX WILLO .)SPRENG. •
C IRSIUM ALTISSIMUM
DC .
= C IRSIUM a REkE RI
lORR. S GRAY •
• C I RSI UM C OLOR ADENSE
• CIRSIUM FOLIOSUM
CIRSIUM CCN6D0NII




• C I RSI UM POLYPH YLLUM
NUT T
.
N CIRSIUM BREVISI YLUM
RYDB.
• CIRSIUM T E RRA E-NIGRAE
• CIRSIUM UNOULATUM
SMALL
= C IRSI UM CAROL IN lANUM
(R YDB. ) ARTH . •
N C IRSIUM CANESCENS
(HOOK . )DC .
CIRSIUM COLORADENSE
C I RSIUM SC ARIOSUM
C I RSI UM ORUMMONDI 1
(SMALL ) C ORY
CIRSIUM UNDULATUM
(L . )J.HI LL
C IRSIUM HELENIOI DES








(P AMMEL ) FERNALD
CIRSIUM ALTISSIMUM








(MUHL. EX W.BARTON )PETRAK *
C IRSIUM PUMILUM
(G REENE)UOOT0N 8 STANOL.
CIRSIUM UNDUL ATUM




CIRSIUM EATON I I
(GREENE JWOOTON 8 STANDL.
CIRSIUM C ALCAREUH
( R YOB. ) K , SC HUM. *
CIRSIUM SUBNIVEUM










..•*.*.•*..* **.*.90QA** PF ACCEPTED
•.•.*..***** ....•Q... * * ACCEPTED
........•••••. .•U*>>-** PF ACCEPTED
• ••*••••••••• •****0(3* * * BF ACCEPTED
9F
....••• ...90.... PF ACCEPTED
............. ....9 PF






F EG2**MS 'S** •*•**•****• BPF ACCEPTED
. .................Q.... BF ACCEPTED
*....*. S Y* •• •Z** **0*A** PF ACCEPTED
PF
U"0*'** BF ACCEPTED
• 9. .A.. 9 F ACCEPTED
T6"««*«*«*« BPF ACCEPTED
FBG«'"SY5R 9 PF ACCEPTED
"Y N«««0«A«' PF ACCEPTED
F 8G* •****•*•*'•***•*• * PF ACCEPTED






............. 2N*U« •*•* * BPF ACCEPTED
.Y. ...... ..•••.. PF ACCEPTED
F 8G* '"M ..«•*•*•••••••• * PF ACCEPTED
•••?••••• •«• F
102

























V IMI N£ A
PURSH
(LEHW. JA.NELS. S J.F.MACBR.
(ABRAMS EX P I P ER) C ,H I I CH C . •
(DOUGL. )C .HITCHC. •
<JE°S. )H. i K. E. LEWIS
CLARKIA OOIIAE
OOUGL. EX LINOL. N ON PURSH EX POIR.
CLARKl A UNGUI CULATA
H. S H .E .LEWIS
CLARKIA SPECIOSA
(DOUGL. EX LINOL. ) A.NELS. 8 J.F.HACBR.
CLARKIA PURPUREA QUA D R I VU LN E RA
(LINDL.)H. S M.E.LEU IS
<JEPS.)H. S «. E.LEWIS
(OOUGL. EX HOOK.)A .NELS. S J.F.HACBR.
CLARKIA PURPUREA VIMINEA

























SESSIL I FOL lA
C. LINE AR IS
C. MEDIA
<


















T E NU I F L I A
V IRIOI S
C ZUKCZORUM
VASS IL lEVI I
N MONTI A BOSTOCK I I
PALLAS EX J .A. SCHULTES •
{HULTE N )B.BOI V IN
RYOB.
CLAYTONIA MEGARHIZA BELLIOIFOLIA
A. E. POPS ILD
MONTI A 30S TOC KI I
MI ChX.
CLAYTONIA TU6ER0SA






MONTI A OIF FUS A
SONG.
MONTIA PARVIFOLIA FLAGELLARIS
(L . )R. J. OAV IS
MONTIA FONTANA
(S . JATS. JPIPER
MONTI A HOWELL I I
PU RSH
(GREEN E) C. H ITCHC.
(A. NELS. )C. HITCHC.
(RYOe.)C. HITCHC.
MUNZ S I .JOHNST.
(TORR. ) A.NELS.
OOUGL. EX HOOK. •
MONT I A LI NEAR I S
SMALL
CLAYTON I A V IRGI NI C A
MOCINO EX DC. •
MONTI A PA RVIF OL lA
(BONG. JHULTEN
MONTIA PARVIFOLIA FLAGELLARIS
DONN EX WILLO. •
(GRAY) VON POELLN.
CLAYTONIA RUBRA
(OOUGL. EX HOOK.JTORR. •
CLAYTON lA PAR VI FLORA
(R YOB . ) VON POELLN. *
(SOMES >R YOB.





OOUGL, EX HOOK. NON A. EAT.
MONTIA SPATHULATA



























MAXI MOW ICZI A.-^A
MICRANTHA

















VERTIC I LL ARIS
(
C ACUMINI S










(NUTT. >TORR. S GRA Y




H.LEV. 8 VANIOT •
CLEMAT IS TERN I FLORA
(C ARRI EREJREMD.
OE NTH.




CLEMAT IS V lORNA
FRANCH. S SAVAT, •




CLEMATIS LIGUST Id FOL 1 A
(HORNE M. )DC.
(R YOB. )P RINGLE
CLEMATIS COLUMBIANA
ROSE




















(SMALL )R.O. ERI CKS.
L.
CLEMATIS CATESBYANA



















































Of FI CI NALIS































































































(E ASTU. ) JEPS.
CALYSTEGIA MALACOPHYLLA BERRYI
(GREENE) JEPS.







( CALYSTEGI A MACOUNI I
THUNO,
N CALYSTEGI A PUBESCENS
EA STW.



















(J EPS. ) J .T.HOWELL
AB RAMS














= CALYSTEGIA SEPIUM BINGHAMIAE
F RATERNI F LORUS MACKENZ. i BUSH
ft CALYSTEGIA SILVATICA F RA T E RN I F L OR A
REPENS (L.)GRAY
SERICATUS HOUSE












(HOOK, i ARN.JGREENE •
« CALYSTEGIA SUBACAULIS
GREENE






































































F B.-.'^l ...... ...."0... . .
...;....... PV
.................90**** PF











•8G • ....O'.a* AF ACCEPTED
.





Source Manuals Family Name
OOP ED I A
DRUMMQNOI I
HYMENAE IfOLl A





































































{R AF. ) RAF.































(J ACQ. )I .JOHNST.












( F ERRI S) J. F .HACBR.
(P ENNELL JMUNZ































F9G«**MSY*R****+U9*»A* • P-F ACCEPTED
F •G***H****«* *••*****•* •





























































C A RD AM I NE FOL 1 A
CRASSI FOL lA
ORUMMONOI I
WR IGHT 1 1
GLAD I AT A















L I N I F L I A

















































































































CORETHROGYNE F I L AG I NI F OL I A BREVICULA









CORISPERMUM N IT lOUM
CORISPERMUM ORIENTALS
KIT. EX J .A.SCHULTES •















. IN AIT. NON L. *
DI ATA
I FOL I A
EX L INDL. •





S.F.BLAKE EX W.C.MARTIN & CASTTTR,





















VE NWORTH II LEWTONI I
DI ATA
01 ATA


















............. ZN * .90 ... . AF
FBG-C"... •T......n.... AF ACCEPTED
...........T Q.... AF
INED. ....•.••...••.....
...?C.M..5 .TeZN... ••... AF
...2................... F
...?................... F
..*3*.. ...... .......... F
•BG2CL. •••••••••••••••• PF ACCEPTED
.BG'.«." .






.T .......... . PF ACCEPTED
FBGJCH. .5.T(>.....0Q.E' PF ACCEPTED
.
..;................... F




.L. ......... ....... .








F ...... ................ .
F* .........***.*. ..*..* *
FBG2C'M..5 'Te •• PF ACCEPTED
*..2 F
....................... AF


















Source Manuals Family Name
ORNUS
ALBA




















M [ CHX . *
N CORNUS DRUHMONO I I
COULT. & W.H.EVANS
« CORNUS STOLONIFERA BAILEYI
C . A .ME YE R
< CORNUS STOLONIFERA OCCIOENTALIS
L.
N> CORNUS UNALASCHKENSI S
C.A.ME YER









» CORNUS AMOMUM 08LIQUA
(lORR. S GRAYJCOUILLE




C CORNUS AMOMUM OBLIQUA
LAM.







































(J. A. S, J .H.SCHULTES ) ASCHERS. S 6RAEBN.
CORTADERI A ATAC AMENSI S
VENTENAT *
UI LLP.
( E NGELM. )G. OWNO.






( FEODE ) G.OUNB.
(SMALL ) F ERNALO & SCHUBERT
CORYDALIS MICRANTHA AUSTRALIS
(ENGELM. )GRAY
































(POSELG. )BR IIIOM S ROSE
CORYPHArjTHA SCHEERI UNCINATA
(ENGELM. laRITTON S ROSE
CORYPHAnTHA VIVIPARA RAOIOSA
(A.C.SCHOrT EX ENGELM. )9RI TTON & ROSE
CORYPHANTHA SCHEERI ROBUSTISPINA
(NUTT. JBRITTON i ROSE
(ENGELM. )fcl.T. HARSH ALL
MAMMILLARIA AGGREGATA














ACUI I FOLI A
<











































ASPE RI FOL I A
C YCLOPH YLLA
E OGLES I ONI I



































2 INNI A PE RUVI ANA
L.
{ TORR. S GRAY)FEDDE
CRASSULA AQUATICA






(SARG. )E .J .PALMER



























































(E HRH. )MEDI K.
(SARG. )E .J .PALMER
(SARG. )E. J. PALMER •
(CHAPM, ) E .J .PALMER

































FB....M.. ....... ....••• •
FB. ....."•••••• T
FB...... '••••••• • T
FB .
FB. ...*.... ••• •
*
.G2**. ••• 'T .......*. •• T ACCEPTED
. ...... ....T T
FB....1.. S
* ............ .......... T
FB" T
....... ....T ........ ... T







































































































SCHRAD. EX LINK •
(LOOOI G. )£GGLES T.
(ASHE>E. J. PALMER





















































VI8URN I FOL I A
VI RELLA
UIRI 01 S




















CRATAEGUS NI T IDA
(SARG. )E. J. PALMER
(SARG. )E .J. PALMER •
CRATAEGUS UIRIOIS LUTESCENS
E.J. PALMER EX GLEASON NOMEN SUPERFL,
CRATAEGUS VIRIDIS LUTENSIS
(SARG. )E .J. PALMER

























































Source Manuals Family Name


























C REPI S RUNG I NAT A




( E .JAMES ) TORR. & GRA Y
CREPIS P lENNI S
(NUTT. JB.BOIVIN •










































ROT AL AR I A
ANGULATA








MART T I P1A
































































CROTAL ARIA BI FLORA






















CROTALARI A SPEC TABILI S
L.
H . A . S E N N •
(MILL. > F AUC . S RE
n I C H X .
ANDR.
CROTAL ARIA PALL IDA
DC .
CROTALARI A PALL IDA
3E NTH.





M I CHX .



























(LEDER. EX SPRENG. )RYOa. •
MONT I A CHAMIS SO I
(P ERS. ) DC.
CHAM. S SCHLECHT.








(HOOK. S ARN. ) I .JOHNST.
( J .T.HOUELL JMATHEU S RAVEN

























** AF ACC EPTED




























Source Manuals Family Name
LEGUM[NOSAE



















































DIPSAC I fOBMI S
It





























CYPERUS E R YTHRORHI ZOS
FE RNAL D








































































CYPERUS ER YTHRORHI ZOS














T.PORTER EX GRAY •
CYPERUS RETROFRACTUS
CYPERUS OVULARIS
MI LLSP. 8 CHASE
CYPERUS TENUIS
C C .B.C LA RKE )8RI TTON
CYPERUS POLLARD II






L I E BM .









FBG"«MS'5 RT6Z'»"50Q>«« AaPG ACCEPTED
***••*»•*.*•* Z *•'•** • AG
...;................... pG






F ..?............ E- PG
•
.....I. .......... PG ACCEPTED
•••2 PG
• •••• ....a- PG
...2..... AilG
F BGaC..««""*" PG ACCEPTED
•B .
.......
....T a. PEG ACCEPTED
F .'ZC'M ••* .T ..•...... . PG
...I.,., PG
...........T a- PG ACCEPTED
FBG2CLMS 'S RT6ZN+U90Q*** APE6 ACCEPTED
f BG2CLnS'5«I62N»U90O'E' PG ACCEPTED
.............2......... PG
•••••• "2 •••• PG
F ..*....*..*..*.. a .... . .
.•*2*****..***N***0**E • AG ACCEPTED
F ...C.MS*.*********"" AG ACCEPTED
.........*.*.......**E* *
FBG2C*M** ...*..** AG ACCEPTED
f BG2CLMS*5.T6********** PG ACCEPTED
FB*2"M. •.•.••***..***• *
F*..... ...... .......... .




...2.. ...... ......••••. AG
FBG2CL T.********E* PEG ACCEPTED
F ****•*..**..****.**** . .
FBG*C**S*5 PG ACCEPTED
......* *...T******"*** PG ACCEPTED
***2******* • PG
**.........** *.E. .
F ..2......R....... ..... AG
FEG2C*M**5*T6********** PG ACCEPTED
"**•" *••* PG






..T * Z ******** * PG





















• C YPBIPEO lUM BEGINAE
N CYPRIPEOIUM CALCEOLUS PUBESCENS
SALISB.
« CYPRIPEOIUM CALCEOLUS PARVIFLORUN
HI LLD.
«< CYPRIPEOIUM CALCEOLUS PUBESCENS
•A." PF ACCEPTED
CYPSE






































( PSOROTHAMNUS ARBORESCENS SIHPLlfOLIUS
D. CALYCOSA GRAY
II MAR INA CAL YCO SA
D. CARIHAGINENSiS ( JACO. ) J.F.HACBR.
S DOMINGENSIS { D C . ) R . T . C L AU S EN
N OALEA C ARTHAG INENS IS FLORIDANA
MOR IC AND





TORR. EX GRAY •
PSOROTHAMNUS FREMONTII
( S .WAT S. )MUNZ
OALEA FREMONTII MINUTIFOLIA
PSOROTHAMNUS FREMONTII















PURSH NOMEN SUPERFL, *
» DALEA ENNEANORA
PARRY EX GRAY .
( OALEA BRAChYSTACHYS
(R YDS. ) CORY •





(R YDS. )W IGGINS
» OALEA HOLLISSIMA
(TORR. JSHINNERS
« DALEA CANDIDA OLIGOPHYLLA
GR AY
( DALEA ALB I FLORA
TORR. & GRAY
n MARINA PARRYI





















( OALEA SCANOENS PAUCIFOLIA
ZUCCAR.






SANC lAE-CRUCI S < R Y OB. ) K E AR N. 8 PEEB.
( DALEA VERSICOLOR SESSILIS
GRAY
OALEA VERSICOLOR SESSILIS






















































































Source Manuals Family Name No.
*
01 CHANTHEL I UH
Symbol Genus /Species
Synonyni



























<L. )GOULO & C. A.CLARK
(NASH) GOULD
01 CHANTHE L lUM ACUMINATUM LINOHEIHERI
(ASHE) f RECKM.
OICHAN THE LIUM ACUMINATUM IMPLICATUM
(J .A.S CHULTES)GOULO
(NASH) FE RNALO
DICHANThEL lUM OLIGOSANTHES S C R 1 BN E R I ANUM
(N ASH) FR ECKm.




D I CHANTHE L lUM SPHAEROCARPON ISOPHYLLUM
(NASH) FRECKM.
D ICHAN THE L lUM ACUMINATUM V I L LOS I S SIM UM



















Symbol Genus/Species Author Source Manuals Family Name
Synogym Habit
DISSn DISSOCHONORUS (H ILLE BR.IKUNTZE GRAMINEAE 3 6
DISTl DISTICHLIS R«F. GRAPIINEAE 36
• D. DENTATA RYOB.
• DISTICHLIS SP ICATA
DIST D. STRICTA (TORR.)RYDB. F BG • "I • V5 • • • ZN '09 • • • • • PG
« DISTICHLIS SPICATA STRICTA
• DEN TATA (RVDB.IC.HIICHC. • ....9..... PG
DITE5 D. TEXANA ( V A SE Y ) S C RI BN . • ........•• PG































Symbol Ge dub /Species
Syponym

































0. PHYLLA NIHOI DES
DUCH ARTR E A















































































ECHINOCEREUS TR I GL OCH I D I A TU S ME L ANAC ANT HU S
(ENGELM. lENGELH. EX RUEMPL.
ECHINOCEREUS ENNEACANTHUS DU8IUS
(PARRY EX ENGELM.)LEM.
(C LOVE R S JOTTER)L. BENSON
ECHINOCEREUS TR I GL OC H I D I A Tu S "E L A NAC ANTHU S




(ENGELM. 4 J . M . Bl G EL . ) ENG E LM. EX RUEMPL.





BR I TTON S ROSE
ECHINOCEREUS RE I CH E N8 A CH I I PERBELLUS
ENGELM.
ECHINOCEREUS TR 1 GL OC H I 1 A TU S NEOMEXICANUS
PEE9.
ECHINOCEREUS FENBLERI RECTISPINUS




(ENGELM. JENGELH. EX RUEMPL.
ECHINOCEREUS ENNEACANTHUS STRAHINEUS
ENGELM.
(K. SCHUM. )ROULE Y
ECHINOCEREUS T R I GL OC H I D I A TU S ME L A NAC ANT HU S
(E NGELM. )l. BENSON
ECHINOCEREUS POLYACANTHUS

















( ECHINOCHLOA CRUSGALLI FRUMENTACEA
(PURSH ) PE TE RM.







(WI EGAND )RY DB.
ECHINOCHLOA HURICATA MICROSTACHYA




( WI EGAND )RY DB.
ECHINOCHLOA CRUSGALLI








FERNALD S G R I S C OM
( ECHINOCHLOA MUR ICATA
LUDOVICIANA ( W I EG A ND ) F E RNA L D & GRISCOM
MICROSTACHYA ( U I EG A ND ) F E RN A L D i GRISCOM
» ECHINOCHLOA MURICATA MICROSTACHYA

































(TORR. K GRAYICOGN. •
MARAH OREGANUS
L.C.RICH. EX ENGELM. •




















....T (!.a' AEG ACCEPTED
FBG2CLMS«5RT62N»U90Q... AG ACCEPTED
...;......... AG
••••••• 2. »•••••.. AG
.......
....T.2«*««0..'. AG
F ..................... . .
...J AG
* BQ... ....... .......... .
.BG>"«MSYS'.' ••••••Q"' AG ACCEPTED
......M. ......... ..*... .





F ••••• •• •




F ..................... . .











Symbol Geaus/Specles Author Source Manuals Family Name No.
Synonym Habit
• E. BftNUNCULOlOES (L.IENGELH. •••••••.9..... p n f
N SSljIITAR lA LATI FOLIA
ECTE2 E. TENELLUS (PI A RT
. ) B UCH E N AU f >1 ..... 6 .••.....£ • .
= HELIANTHI UH T ENELLUM
• PARVULuS (ENGELM. ) f ASSE TT ..•*•.«.....****...*#.» .
= ECHINOOORUS PARVULUS
ECHINOMASTuS BRITTON & ROSE CACTACEAE
E. EREC TOCENTRUS ( C QUL I . ) BRI T TON S ROSE ............. Z ........ . $s
« NEOLLOrDIA ERECIOCENTRA
E. INTERTeXTUS (ENGELM. )9RITT0N S ROSE ;. $5
U NEOLLO'O I A INTERTEXIA
OASVACArjTMUS ( F NGE L M
.
) 9A C K E B . $3
a NEOLLOVDIA INTERTEXIA DASYACANThA
E. JOHNSONII (PARRY EX E NGE LM. ) E. N .8 A X T . .ZN*"...... $5
ff NEOLLOYDIA JOHNSONII
ECHINOPANAx OECNE. & PLANCH. EX H. HARMS * ARALIACEAE
= OPLOPANAX






Source Hanuale Family Name No.











CKUNZE ) T .MOORE
( EEEIT .MOORE
C= tLAPHOGLOSSUM R 1 Gl DUM
(K AULF . ) i3RACKENft.
C ELAPHOGLOSSUM ALATUM
(J ENM. jURUAN
( SWAR T 2 ) J.SMI TH
(J ACO. ) J .SMITH
N ELAPHOGLOSSUM R I G 1 DUM
( F EE ) T .MOORE
( ELAPHOGLOSSUM PELLUCIDUH





CK AULF . ) GAUD,
c ELAPHOGLOSSUM CRASSIFOLIUM
C AUdL. )URBA N
H ELAPHOGLOSSUM LONGIFOLIUM
TAHI TENSF 0R ACKENR.
UNOE RkJOOO IA(>IUM MAXON
(= ELAPHOGLOSSUM MARTINICENSE
E. GRA^INELIM










Symbol Genus/Species Author Source Manuals Family Name No.
Synonyro . Habit
ELEPH ELEPHANTOPUS L. C0«POSItAE 30'





















H EPILOBIUM GLANOULOSUM ADENOCAULON
ECOWOSUn fASSETT
n EPILOBIUM ECOWOSUM
HOLOSERICEUM ( T K E L E A S E )« UN Z
OCCIDENTALE TRELEASE •
« EPILOBIUM UAISONII OCCIDENTALE
PARI SHI I (TRELE ASEJMUNZ
• EPILOBIUM CALIFORNICUM
« EPILOBIUM UATSONII PARISHU
PERPLEXANS TRELEASE
ALPINUM L.
{=£PILOeIUM ANAGALL IDI FOL lUM




(TRELEASE )C .HI TCHC .
EPILOBIUM OREGONENSE






N EPILOB lUM LACTI FLORUH
N EPILOBIUM CLAVATUM
N< EPILOBIUM HOPNEMANNII
PSEUDOSCAPOSUM ( H AUS S K N . ) H UL T E N
ANGUST I FOLIUM L.
INTERMEDIUM ( L ANG E ) F ERN AL •
( EPILOBIUM ANGUST IFOLIUM CIRCUMVAGUM
MACROPHYLLUM ( H A USS K N . ) F E RN ALO

























(HAUSS KN. )DEMPS T, EX JEPS
















































Vf PTIC ULATuM OOELL EX A. A. EAT.
FUNSTONII A. A. EAT.





INTERMEDIUM A. A. EAT.
( EQUISETUM FERRISSIl
N< EQUISETUM LAEVIGATUH
PSEUDOHYEMALt ( F A Ru
. ) MOR T ON
( A.BRAUN )A. A.E AT.





















. A.E AT , )HULT EN
N. M.UOLF
A. HITCHC.
ERAGROSTl S ELLIOTT I I
(L.)R. WIGHT i ARN.
ERAGROSTIS TENELLA
A, HITCHC.


























































S »UI RI I
»









































S CUS ICKI I

























A ERIOGONUM UMBELLATUM COGNATUM
S.STOKES EX M.E.JONES •
N ERIOGONUM NUTANS
GREENE
< ERIOGONUM BAILEYI DIVARICATUM
EASTU.
(J EPS . )ABRA«S






INSIGNE (S .WATS. )H. E.J ONES •
« ERIOGONUM INS IGNE





















Source Manuals Family Name No.
ERSP6
ERSP7





























Symbol Genus/Species Author Source Manuals Family Name No.
Synonym Habit __^











































F eG'CLM* •5*T6****« •••** PF
'• •2CL* • •••T6 *•*••* **•• PF
•a- s
EUPA TORIUM
Symbol Genus/Species Author Source Manuals Family Name
Synonym Hah^ t
(PURSH)GRAr tBG***' ••...•.... .
LESS. * **«••>*••***;••*•*••** pp
FLE ISC HMANNI A PYCNOCEPHALA
URBAN •*••*****•**•*•**.*«•£* s
AGERATINA RESINIFLUA
REGEL •• ..• .






L. f BGJCL«'"»T6... .•••••• PF ACCEPTED
(T.PORTER E« BRITT ONICRONQ . • • BG .•••••••••••'.•.... • •
EUPATORIUH PILOSUM
HOUTT. FBG.C'IS .5 .T6. ••...•••• PF
EUPATORIUM ROTHROCKII
AGE RAT INA AL T I S S IMA
FERNALD F ....•....*.*...... .... .
(SMALDFERNALD F • .
AGERATINA ALTISSIMA ROANENSIS
(P. ROD . )eLAKE F .....M ........... ..... .
ELLIOTT ...;. f
EUPATORIUH ROTUNOI FOLIUM
OC. .BG2C..... ••.••*«•••••• PF ACCEPTED
EUPATORIUM GLAUCESCENS
MICHX. FEG2CLM..5'T6""' PF ACCEPTED
F.J.HERM, *B*...^ .*.*****•.* ..... . ACCEPTED
EUPATORIUM PERFOLIAIUM CUNEATUM
L. FOGJC'M ••...•••........ PF ACCEPTED
(T .PORTE R) F ERNALO & 6RISC0H * F ** .C ................. . .
» EUPATORIUM ALBUM VASEYI
E. SINUATUM LAM. j. j
« CHROMOLAENA S INUATA
E. SOLI DAGIN I FOL lUM GRAY .......... *T . 2 ........ . H
ff (COANAPHYLLON SO L I D AG I N I FO L I UM
E. TORREYANUM SHORT ...J f
< EUPATORIUM HYSS OPI FOL lUM
E. TORTIFOLIUM T.PORTER * ...J........*..*....*., f
< EUPATORIUM CUNEIFOLIUM
= EUPATORIUM LI NEARI FOLIUM





















C r ATHOPHORA (HURRAY) GRISEB.
H EUPHORBIA CYATHOPHORA
GRAMINIFOLIA ( M I CHX






































































(NUTT, EX DC.)BRITTON NON POMEL
E VAX PROL I FERA
THUAII ES EX J. D. HOOK,
MILL.
GI L IP. EX MAXl M,



























Source Manuals Family Name No.





F.X LATI FOl IA
OPPOSI T I FOLl A
SMALL
(AIT.) SMALL




(J .R. J0HN5T. ISrDB.









Source Manuals Family Name
FRcHs?
CHILOENSIS (L.)OUCHESNE*
ANAfJASSA (OUCHESNE)HORT. Ex L.H.8AILEY
U FRAGARIA ANANASSa
S SANDWlCENSi S ( D E CME , ) ST A UD T NON DE6. & OEG.
(= FrAGARIA CHILOENSIS SANOWICENSIS
RY [)G.
FRAGARI A VESCA CRINITA
NUTT. £X r. HOWELL (PRO SP.) •
FRAGARIA ANANASSA CUNEIFOLIA








A (R YDB. )J EPS.
L.
T.PORTER *
(A .HEL LER )R . J . OAvI S
DUCHESNE •
RYDd. •





<R YOe. )H .M. HALL •
TERRAE-NOVAE ( R Y 08 . ) F E RN AL D & WIEGAND
N> FRAGARIA HULTICIPITA
































Source Manuals Family Name No.
GE AL
GE «m2

























(LEDEQ. EX SPRENG.JHULTEN •
GENTIANELLA AMARELLA ACUTA
(ENGELM.)j.n.GlLLETT
« GENTIANELLA AMARELLA HETEROSEPALA
L.


















OOTUSILOBA (» VOe. K.HI ICHC.
G. CATESB AEI WALTER
NUMMULARI IfOL I A fERNALD
G. ChEROKEENSIS (U.P.LEMMON)FERNAL •
( GENTIANA SAPONARIA
G. CRINIT A FROEL.














£ GENTIANOPSIS PROCERA MACOUNII
(GRAY) TH.HOLM
( GENTIANOPSIS MACRANTHA
E M G E L M .

















ENGELM. EX GRAY •




LEOEB. EX SPRENG. •
fl GENTIANA AMARELLA PLEBEJA












« GENTIANELLA Q U I N(JU E F L I A
OCCIDENTALIS ( GR A Y ) A . H I T CH C .
G. RAUP I I A. E .POfiS ILD
« GENTIANELLA DETONSA RAUPII




G. SCOPULORUM ( G R E EN E ) T I D E ST .
N GENTIANELLA AMARELLA ACUTA

































Source Manuals Family Name No.
•































































Source Haouals Family Name No.
G. SPECrAOILIS f.n€RT5NS 8 U.KOCH
( PUCCINELLIA PAUCIfLORA




















































(UOOTON S S IAnDL.) StEYERM.
{PURSH )DUNAL








GRINOEL 1 A ACU TI FOLIA
GRINOELIA LANCEOLATA
..90...


























( SHALL JCOUILLE S BRI TTON
HIBES CURVATUM















Source HanualB Family Name
















































{ DC . )T ORR. & GRAY
GUTl ERREZ I A E) RA CTEATA
GUTIERREZ 1 A SEROTINA
( DC .)D LAKE






GUTIERREZ lA L INOIDES








N< GUTIERREZ I A TEXANA
GREENE
• GUTIERREZ I A S AROTHRAE
N GUTIERREZIA CALIFORNICA
(DC .) TORR. & GRAY






Source Manuals Family Name
*



























































HOUSTONIA SERPYLLl FOL lA
(LAM. ) F0S3.
houstonia nigricans
( CHAPM . ) SHI NNERS
HOUSrONl A FILI FOLI A
(GRAY) W.H. LEU I S •
( HOUSTONIA RUPICOLA
RIGIOIUSCULA (GR AY) SH INNERS '
» HOUSTONIA RIGIOIUSCULA
FOSd.
HOUSTONIA TENUI FOL lA
(GRAY) SH INNERS
HOUSTONIA ACEROSA POL YPRE HO I OE S
(UALTER EX J.F.GME L. ) F0S3.
HOUSTONIA PROCUHBENS
(L
. )TORR. & GRAY
HOUSTONIA PURPUREA
(G RAY) FOSQ,























OLOENL AND I A UNI FLORA



























Symbol Genus/Species Author Source Manuals Family Name
Synonym ''^^'^t
HEIU H. IVESIANUM < G R E EN E ) K .P ABK E R EX A.HOLMGR. i REVEAL INEO. • ••••• ••« PF
« lEIRANEURIS lUESIANA
• H. LACINIATUM GRAY ••• ...2......... f
• H. LAIIFOLIJH MILL. ...j.. f
< MELENIUM AUTUMNALE
• H. MACPANThUM RYDB. NOMEN SUPERfL. • PF
fl HELENIUM flUTUM.NALE 6RANDIFL0RUH
• H. NUDIFLORUM NL'TT, F * .^ ......•...•.*...•. • •
(= HELENIUM FLEXUOSUM
• H. NUTTALLII GRAY NOMEN SUPERFL. • .
N< HELENIUM VERNALE
( HELENIUM PINNATIFIOUM
HE 00 H. OOClINIuM GRAY ....................... AF
fl HELENIUM MICROCEPH ALUM OOCLINIUM
• H. PARVIFLORUM NUTT. ...2................... f
« HELENIUM AUTUMNALE PARVIFLORUM
HEPI H. PINNATIFIOUM (NUTT.)RYD8. .... CL ....*..••••.•.•. * PF ACCEPTED
N HELENIUM VERNALE
• H, POLYPHYLLUM SMALL ••.2................... f
( HELENIUM FLEXUOSUM
HEOU H. QUADRI DENTATUM LABILE. . ..J ...... .T6 •••• • AF ACCEPTED
N HELENIUM ELEGANS
• H. TENUIFOLIUM NUTT. F . .2 ....•....••.**•. "E * *
( = HELENI UM AMARUM
HEVE H. VERNALE WALTER ...? CL ••••**•**••••••• • PF ACCEPTED
N HELENIUM PINNATIFIOUM




HELEO HELEOCIILOA HOST EX ROEH. GRAMINEAE
HEALJ H. ALOPECUROIDES CPILLER S MITTERP. )H0ST .B"... • 9 AG
« CRYPSIS ALOPECUROIDES
HESC H. SCHOENOIDES (L.)HOST f BG.'.M."."..«....0«««. AG
» CRYPSIS SCHOENOIDES
HELIANTHELLA TORR. & GRAY COfPOSITAE 304
HELIA? HELIANTHEMUM mi[l. CISTACEAE 213
hebi? h. flick'jellii fernald f bg " cm s y5 r ••••••••••* • pf accepted
n helianthemum georgianum
heca3 h, canaoense (l.>michx. f bg" c." ....*•.****•... • pf accepted
• sabulOnum fernald f ................**... . •
hege h. georgianum chapm. .... c. ..... t 6 ...•••••• • pf accepted
n helianthemum bicknellii
HELIANTHIUM J.G.SMITH ALISMATACEAE
H. PARVULUM (ENGELK. )aRITT0N ...J... f
= ECHINODORUS PARVULUS
H. TENELLUM (M A RT . )9 R I T TON ......£. .
HELIA» HELIANTHU5 L. COMPOSITAE
• H.X ALEXIDIS B.BOIVIN ....................... PF
• H. ALIENUS E.E.UATS. ...J................... Pf
( hELIANTHUS GIGANTEUS
HEAN? H. ANGUSTI FOLIUS L. F 8G2 C.M . " . .T 6 PF ACCEPTED
N HELIANTHUS SIMULANS
. PLANIFULIUS FEkNALD F.*..*. .
HEAN? H. ANNUUS L. F BG2 CLH S Y 5RT 6 2N.U90Q AE • AF ACCEPTED
. LENTICULAKIS (DOUGL. EX L I N L . ) C C KLL . • ....................... .
• MACROCARPUS (DOCOCKLL. ..................
• S JAEGERI (HE ISER) HEISER OQ." AF
« S LENTICULARIS (DOUGL. EX L I N D L. ) CO C KL L . • .......... .T .... U" 00 .. . AF
• S TEXANUS HEISER .......... .T .......... . AF
. H. ARIDUS RY08. .8..................... •
< HELIANTHUS ANNUUS
HEAT H. ATR0RU9ENS L. FBG2C • •••• PF ACCEPTED
• ALS0DE5 FERNALO F .•....*•.*..•..••*..• * *
• PUBESCENS KUNTZE '&'•• ••
(= HELIANTHUS SILPHIOIOES
• H. BESSEYI J. M. BATES • \ .... ..»1 ............... . .
< HELIANTHUS TUOEROSUS
• H. CAnUS (PRITTON)JOOTON i STANDI. .....U. AF
( HELIANTHUS NIVEUS CANESCENS
• H. COUPLANDII e.BOlUIN '* * Pf
HECU H. CUCUMERIFOL lUS TORR. S GRAY •3.2 E' AF
» HELIANTHUS DEBILIS C U C UME R I F OL I US
. H. DALY I '3RITT0N FaG**".**** .
< HELIANTHUS MAXIMILIANI
HEOEl. H. DEBILIS NUTT. F.G2CL T APf ACCEPTED
• C UCUHERIFOLIUS (TORR. S GRAYIGRAY F.G'C". ••• •
• S HIRTUS HEISER ...........I AF
• S PRAECOX (ENGELM. S GRAYIHEISER T AF
« HELIANTHUS PRAECOX
• S BUr;YONII HEISER ...........I........... AF
HEDI2 H. DIVARICATUS L. FBG2C*H. • PF ACCEPTED
• ANGUSTI FOLIUS KUNTZE • F".... •• •
• H. DOWELLIANUS ,'^.A.CURT, . ...2................... PF
« HELIANTHUS OCCIDENTALIS OOUELLIANUS
• H. EXILIS GRAY • .....Q.... AF
< HELIANTHUS POLANDERI
HEGI H. GIGANTEUS L. F B« C PF ACCEPTED
. SUBTU8ER0SUS RRITTON .
HEGLIO H.X GLAUCUS SMALL (PRO SP.)
N< HELIANTHUS M I C R OCEPH ALUS
HEGR4 H. GROSSESERRATUS M. MARTENS • F 8 G2 .'M S -5 "T 6 • • • -9 . . • • . PF ACCEPTED
•BG.
























TORR. i GRAY •











SUORHOHaoiDEUS ( R Y DB. ) f E RN ALO
# HELIANTHUS RIGIDUS SUB RHOMB I DE US


























N HELIANTHUS AN GU ST I F OL I US
( TORR. 8 GRAY )E.E. UATS.
fl HELIANTHUS HIRSUTUS STENOPHYLLUS
RYDa.
» HELIANTHUS RIGIDUS SUB RHOHBO 10 E U S
GRAY
tf HELIANTHUS rjIVEUS TEPHRODES
















































= HELIOTROPIUM CURASSAVKUM OBOVATUM
S OCULATUM ( A .HELLER) EUAN
HELLE
HERACLEUr














ANGUST I f OL lUM J AC^J.


















































H. LA TI f OL lA
OL IGAN'THA
PS AMMOPHI LA










( SMALL > R.LONG







» HETEROTHECA LATIFOLIA MACGREGORIS
MACGRE60RIS WAGENKN.
NERVOSA (W JLLD . ) SHI NNERS
• HETEROTHECA GRAMINIFOLIA
MICROCEPHALA (SMALL ) SH INNERS
W HETEROTHECA MICROCEPHALA





(LAM. ) SR ITION 8 RUSBY
• HETEROTHECA PSAMMOPHILA
N HETEROTHECA LAT I F OL I A
WAG ENK N.
HETEROTHECA SUBAXILLARIS PETIOLARIS



























ROSEND. ABUTTERS S LAK.
HEUCHERA PARVIFOLIA NIVALIS
NUTT. EX TORR. S GRAY •
HEUCHE RA C YLI NORIC A
PURSH
ROSEND. /BUTTERS 8 L.
TOrR.
J EPS.
N HEUCHERA RUBESCENS PACHYPOOA
PACHYPODA (GREENE) ROSEND.
N HEUCHERA RUBESCENS ALPICOLA
RYDBERGIANA RO S END . . BU T T E R S S LAK.













H. BBAS IL lENSIS
HEXALECTRI S
AUBL.





























("ICHX .F . JSARG.
CARTA LAC I NI SA
(NUTT. )B RI T TON
CARTA OVALIS
(M I CHX .F .)BRI HON


































[)UMOSUS (NUTT. EX HOOK , ) A , HE LLE R •
N HOLOOISCUS MICROPHYLLUS SERICEUS
AUSTRALIS C A .HELLER )A.LE Y
GLABRESCENS ( G REEN M. ) C . H I T C HC .
SAXICOLA (A .HELLER JAeRAHS
HOLOOISCUS bOURSlERI
GLABRESCENS CG RE E NM
.
) A, HE L LER



























(THUNB. EX HOUTT.)VOSS NON TRATT.
HOSTA LANC IFOLI A
L.
HOUSTONIA
H. ANGUST I FOL I A
H. CA-JAOENSIS





































Source Manuals Family Name
LE6UM1N0SAE













H. OE CL INATA
H. KEYENSI S
H. OCCI DEPJTALIS















H. ELATA (WEOO. )GBISEB.
(= CREPIS fOETIDA































































































(ROTTL . 8 UILLOVOIGT
























(L. )G. F .MEYER
CHOISY

















CV AHL) M I LLSP.



















C AND ID A
CREBRI FOLIA
L.
U JACQUEMONTIA SOLANIFOLIA *
HOUSE





<H ,8.K . ) G. DON
GRAY








N IPOMOEA C AI RICA
MICHX.
(GREENE) WHERRY
« IPOMOPSIS AGGREGATA ARIZONICA
(GREENE JUHERRY •
H GILI A TEX ANA
CR YDB. ) W.WE9ER
H IPOMOPSIS AGGREGATA CANDIDA
< N U T T . ) D RN







• •••« E • >
...*.••................ VH ACCEPTED
...E. .
•.•2C« T. ••.••••.•• PES
F8G.CLH..5 .T6*N...0«** ' AV ACCEPTED
FBG.C.M.....6...


















....L. ....T . .....QQ.E * AV ACCEPTED
...E . V
F 8G2C*M ••S .T6 ••*** ••*•* P FV ACCEPTED
• eG"" .
























....L* ....T. ..... ...j. PFV
•••• • AV ACCEPTED




























































































































































































































































I N I C A
ALL
I N I C A



































































































... 2*.. .*...**.. ....... PF
.
..2............ PF

















...2... ...... .......... PF
...2............ PF








Source Manuals Family Name
I. VIOL IPURPIJREA
I. VIOLIVENOSA
I. U IDG I MCA
SHREVE I





IRIS V IRG INK A
SMALL























JA CQUEMONT I A
Symbol Geous/Speclea
Synonym






















Source Manuals Family Name
•
JUNIPERUS

























Source Kaouals Family Name
KONI G
K, MArtl TI M A
ADANS.
(L . )R.BR.


















VIRGINICA <L.)K.PRESL ex GRAY •





N KR AHERI A PARVI F OL lA
CPCSE 8 PAI NTER)J. F.MACBR.
d.RAHERl A GLANOULOS A
S;iALL
KRAME R I A L ANC EOLAT A




(L . )UR ITTON
WISTERIA FRUTESCENS























































I NTEGB I f OLIA BOGENH.







LOE FL. EX L.
CAV. NUT, WILLD.
SE RINGE



































































L. HARRIS I I
L. MACULATA























SABAT I A CAPITATA











HACKEL I A DIFFUSA



















(GREENE) I . JOHNST.
LAPPULA REDOWSKII CUPULATA
(LEHM. )A.NELS. S J.f.MACBR.
(S CHEELE)3RITT0N
LAPPULA REDOWSKII CUPULATA
(GREENE ) A .NELS. & J.F.MAC9R,
(L. )GREENE




( DU RO I ) K.KOCH
(U .WIGHT) RAUP
















(GR ISEB, )C. WRl GHT
LASIANTHUS LANCEOLATUS
SMALL
( ANOR. ) SMALL
GAYLUSSAC I A DUMOSA
(SMALL ) SMALL *
GAYLUSSACIA HOSIERI
SMALL








URT I CAC £AE
BORAG INACEAE
FBG«'">(S Y5RT62N"')0Q«" AF ACCEPTED
..G>*>*********>*9*-<-* AF ACCEPTED
*. .* . 2N« ••00'" AF ACCEPTED












































L. AETUINOCI lAL IS
L. CYCL0STA5A
L. «INI"A
L, M I NOR











tt LEMNA M IN IMA
TORR.












































































Source Manuals Family Name
LI80C LIB0CE5RUS
LI CAN
LI MNOSCI AD lUM
Symbol Genus/Species
SyponyTD
























Source Manuals Family Name No.
Symbol Genus/Species
SyooDym-





























(L. )M ICHX. •
PHYLA NOIIFLORA
(H.O.K.)l.UNTZE




(L .)H.D.K . •
PHYLA S TOECHAOI FOL lA
•1. MARTENS S GALEOTTI
PHYLA STRIGULOSA
GRAY

























L. GLANDUL If EBA (GPAr)S"ALL
( LOBELIA AMOENA
L. GLORIA-MONTIS J. F. SOCK





L. ^IPHIL I TICA
X H Y HR I DA
L. SPLENOENS







LOBELIA CAROINALIS PH Y LLO ST A CH Y A
(RYOU. UUNELL •












S PLA T YC ARPUM
VASE YI
VILLOSU'-I
( TORR, ) CRONQ. •
C> lOHAT lUM S IMPLE X
tCOULT. fi ROSE>COULT. & ROSE
C LOMATIUM UTRICULATUW
RAF,
< LOMATIUM FOEN ICULACEUM
LOHAT?
LORD
LORNI NSE R! A
Symbol Genus/Species
Synonym

















































.Y. ...;.. .9 ..A* . PF
••.•.....•.......9..... PF
• ...9. .... .
................ .9..... PF
-9 Pf






































DOUGL, EX BENTH. •
C . P. S" I TH
OONN EX SIMS
ilS S. MATS . •
( LUPINUS NOOTKATENSIS FBuTICOSUS
S.WATS. NOMEN SUPERFL, •
« LUPINUS PEBENNIS GRACILIS
A. HELLEB
N< LUPINUS SEBKEUS
OOUGL. EX L INDL, •
N< LUPINUS 5E BIC EU S
C .P.SMITH
» LUPINUS HILLII OSTERHOUII ANUS
EASTW. •
I LUPINUS LATIFOLIUS PARISHII
N LUPINUS LATIFOLIUS LEUCANTHUS
LI NOL.
(S.WAT S. )C.HITCHC.
It LUPINUS BURKE I
PRUNOPHILUS {M.E.J ONES) PHI LLIPS
U LUPINUS PRUNOPHILUS
SPABSIPILOSUS EASTW.
( LUPINUS POLYPHVLLUS SUPER8US
PUSILLUS PUR5H













GROE NL AND IC A
HI TCMCOCK I I
CAROLI NAE S.UAIS.












(THUILLIER) A.NELS. NON NOCCA S SAL6
• LUZULA MULTIFLORA
HIYABE S, KUDO
H LUZULA MULTIFLORA KJELLMANIANA



























































HADE RE R 1
L. DU9IUM
























MAC A RANG A
M. GRANOl FOL I A






















C OMM I X TA
GLA8RIUSCULA
« X
C ONf ERTI FOLIA
NEES
(GRAY )GREENE
MACHAE RAN THER A PATTERSONIl
(PURSH)GRAY
MACHAE RAN THER A COMMIXTA
MACHAERAN THER A SUBALPINA





( NUTT. JCRONQ. S D. KECK
YLORHIZA GLABRIUSCULA
CRONO.
tt XYLORHIZA GLABRIUSCULA LINEARIFOLIA
VILLOSA (NUTT. )C RONQ. & O.KECK













(TORR. S GRAYJCRONQ. S O.KECK •
XYLORHIZA TORTIFOLIA
CRONQ.
(I.E. J ONES) CRONO. S O.KECK
XYLORHIZA VENUStA
(GRAY) CRONfS. & O.KECK
XYLORHIZA WRICHTII
VAHL
(GAUD. )J .KE RN
MORELOTIA GAHNIIFORMIS
(GAUD. )J .KE RN































CSWART Z > PENNELL
0ACOPA REPENS
(M KHX . ) RAf .







Source Maouals Family Name No.
WAC03




















M A T f P E A





M. MIGUEL I I
AUbL.
LINOCIERA
(GRISES. >KRU& & URBAN
LINOCIERA AKILLIFLORA
(J ACQ. jKUNTZE


















Source Maauals Family Name No.
•
WFNISPERMUM
Symbol Genua/Speclea Author Source Manuals Family Name No.
Syoonya Habit






Source Hanuals Family Home
TRICUSPIS GRAY
gREVlCOHNjTA I. JQHfJST .
(= MENT2ELIA TRIOENTATA
VE ATCH I ANA KE LL0G6
a MENT2ELIA ALBICAULIS VEATCHIANA
ME NYA























































H. CUSP ID A TA
M. LACINIATA
M. LEPTOSEPALA








Synibol Geous/Specles Source Manuals Family Name
Synonym





























L ONGIPE T lOLAT A O.OOIVIN INED.
MAHEUXI I U.BOIV IN INEO.
EPL
.
H MONARDA PUNCTATA FRUTICULOSA
(CORT) CORRELL
# MONARDA PUNCTATA MARITIMA
UI LLO.
N< HONAROA D I DYMA
R. GRAH . •
« MONARDA FISTULOSA MENTHIfOLIA
M. FRUTICULOSA






L E UC ANT HA
S OCC IDENTALIS
S U ILL ICAULIS





NUTT. EX SIMS •
NUTT. NUTT. EX SIMS
( MONARDA VIRGATA
SCAURA L.C.BECK •
< MONARDA FISTULOSA MOLLIS
ST IP IT ATOGLANUULOSA UATERFALL •
N MONARDA FISTULOSA
VIRIDISSIHA CORRELL


















































































































































M. ME TC AL F E I























(L . )0C .
LACTUC A F LOR I OANA
(LAM. ) SHALL










INTEGRI f 01 lUN
VILLOSUM
( TORR, & GRAY) SMALL *





































CJ ACQ, ) SMALL
B CLEOME SERRATA
(J ACQ. JSMALL •
» CLEOME SPINOSA
11 CLEOME HASSLERANA
NEOL AUGE RI A
NEOL LOYD lA
NEOMAWMI LL Afll A


















































IRIS C Rl S TATA
(L. )AL EF .
IRIS VERNA










































































Symbol Genus/Species Author Source Manuals Family Name No.
Synonym Habit
• S SUFFRUTICOsA ( S , WA T S . ) MUN2 **....**...*..... .0 ••» • •
OECL 0, CLAVIFORMIS TORR. S FREM. • ..........••* 2 rj. y90 *•• • AF
fl CAHISbONlA CLAVIFORMIS
• AURANTIACA nilUZ • *....*•...*.. 2 ..*. Q ... . AF
N CAMISSONIA CLAUIFORMIS FUNEREA
• CITRINA (RAVEN)RAVEN EX A.HOLMGR. S REVEAL INED. • •*
( CAMISSONIA CLAVIFORMIS CRUCIF0R1IS
• CRUCIFORMIS (K ELLOGG )MUNZ ................ .g .... . AF
N CAMISSONIA CLAVIFORMIS LANCIFOLIA
• PEEBLESII HUNZ • Z ••• AF
• PEIRSONlI MUNZ .............Z....Q.... AF
• PURPURASCENS < S .WAT S. ) MUNZ • •• ••• . AF
« CAMISSONIA CLAVIFORMIS INTEGRIOR
( CAMISSONIA CLAVIFORMIS CRUCIFORMIS
• S AURANTIACA (MUNZ)RAVEN • •• • ...Q.... AF
• S CRUCIFORMIS (KELLOGG)RAVEN 0«'«> •
• S INTEGRIOR RAVEN • ..................0.... .
> OENOTHERA CLAVIFORMIS PURPURASCENS
• S LANCIFOLIA < A .HE L LE « ) R AVE N •• [!•••' •
. S PEIRSONlI (MUNZJRAVEN 0««" AF
. S YUMAE RAVEN .................. ••• • •
OECO 0. CONTORTA DOUGL. EX LEHM, • • ......;.. U90 ••• • AF
fl C AMISS ONI A CONTORTA




OECOF FLEXUOSA < A . NE L S . >MUN Z 0*«" AF
N> CAMISSONI A PUSILLA
( CAMISSONI A PARVULA
• PU8ENS (S .UAI 5.)C0VILLE • O"" AF
» CAMISSONI A PUBENS
• STRIGULOSA (FISCH. i C . A. ME TE R ) MUN Z Q . . . . aF
« CAMISSONI A STRIGULOSA
• C. CRUCIATA NUTT. F SG ••••*•'•'••••** ••* • •
N< OENOTHERA PARUIFLORA
( CAMISSONIA CONTORTA
• SAEIULONENSIS FERNALO F •••••••.•••••••••••• • •
( OENOTHERA PARVIFLORA
• STENOPETALA (S I CKN . ) FE RNAL D f • •
( OENOTHERA PARVIFLORA
• 0. CTENOPHYLLA (UOOTON 4 S T AN OL. ) T I DE ST , .
< OENOTHERA ALBICAULIS
OEDF 0, OECORTICANS CHOOK. S ARN.)GREENE ............. 2 fg. U' ••• • AF
» CAMISSONIA DOOThII DECORTICANS
• CONDENSATA MUNZ ............. 2N ... *.* . AF
• OESERTORUM ^UNZ .O-"' AF
• RUTILA ( A . DAV I OS. ) MUN Z .................. Q ... . AF
• 0. DELE SSERT lANA STEUD. .......... .T ...... .Q .. . PF
= OENOTHERA SPECIOSA CHILDSII
OEOEa 0. OELTOIDES TORR. H FREM. ............. ZN . U900 •• * AF ACCEPTED
• AfllZONICA MUNZ •• Z"'. AF
fl OENOTHERA AVI TA ARIZONICA
• CINERACEA (JEPS.)HUNZ i. ...().... SF
• COGNATA <JEPS.)MUNZ . •••• .O"'" AF
OEOED DECUMBENb ( S . UAT S . ) MUNZ ............. Z ........ . AF
• HOUELLII MUNZ . .fl-*" PF
PIPERI MJNZ • ............. Z...90... . AF
• S EURFKENSIS MUNZ S ROOS ••• . PF
fl OENOTHERA flVITA EUREKENSIS
0EDE3 0. DFNIATA CAV. • O*'"* AF
« CAMISSONI A DENTATA
N CAMISSONIA STRIGULOSA
N CAMISSONIA CONTORTA
OEDEC CAMPESTBIS <G SEEN E ) J EP S . ................. .0 ... . AF
N CAMISSONIA LACUSTRIS
U CAMISSONIA CAMPESTRIS
• GILMANII MUNZ *.•...*.••..«..... *.• • AF
H CAMISSONIA KERNENSIS GILMANII
• JOHNSTONII MUNZ .......Q.... AF
( CAMISSONIA KERNENSIS GILMANII
• PARISHIl (AGRAMS)MUNZ O"" AF
• 0. OEPRESSA GREENE •» •• BPF
< OENOTHERA STRIGOSA
( OENOTHERA VILLOSA
• 0. EASTUOODIAE (MUNZ)RAVEN .•................*«.•. *
» CAMISSONIA EASTUOODIAE
OEFR 0. X ERVTHROSEPALA OORDAS ................ .90 ... • BF
( OENOTHERA GLAZIOVIANA




L. FBG'C-M (,•••" PF ACCEPTED
BLAKE FB .
MUNZ ............6.......... .
T.F.ALLEN F BG" ••••••.'..•...•*.. * *
(MICHX . IS.UATS. F.....M
FERNALD F«««'««« •.• • •
fERNALD F •••••••••••••«•••••••• •
HOOK. S ARN. .•••.•••••... .....Q.... AF
CAMISSONI A GRAC ILI FLORA
GRAY ....... ..S ..6ZN.. • H
CALYLOPHUS HARTWEGII PUBESCENS
(BUCKLEY)MUNZ • • 6ZN""""" PFH
MUNZ •• • Z •••• H
N CALYLOPHUS HARTWEGII HACCARIII
OFGU 0. GUADALUPENSl S S.UATS. 0"«> AF




































A LAS (CAN J.I
CPHRYS










































( OC .) SHINNERS
































» OICHANTHEL lUM OOREALE
MICHIGANENSE FARW.
BOSC II POIR.
« DICHANIHE LIUM BOSCH
"OLLE (VASEir )A.HI TCHC. i CHASE
A. HITCHC. « CHASE











































































IMBR I C ATUM
i
MOLOKAIENSE















































P. UILLOS I SSlNofl
ASHE
* D I CHANTHE LIUM LANUGINOSUM FASCICULAIUH
( 01 CHANTHE LI UM ACUMINATUM
MUHL. •




( 01 CHANTHE L lUM ACUMINATUM
SOISN . S J .G. SMITH
H DI CHANTHEL lUM ACUMINATUM THUROWIl
NA SH
( OICHANTHE L lUM OICHOTOMUM TENUE
NA SH
( 01 CHANTHE LIUM SA8UL0RUM PATULUM
FERNAL
* PANICUM PH ILAOELPH ICUM TUCKERMANII
SCRIBV .
H SETARIA UTOWANAEA
A. HITC HC . i CHASE
( DI CHANTHE L lUM OICHOTOMUM ENSIFOLIUM
NA SH
( I CHANTHE L lUN ACUMINATUM VILLOSUM
PSEUD0PU6ESCENS ( N ASH ) F E RNA LD
SCOPARIOIOES (ASHE) FERNALO
C DICHAN THE L rjM ACUMINATUM
PANICUM HAUAROII
NA SH
OICHANTHE LIUM SA3UL0RUM PATuLUM
SCR IBN
.
DICHANTHELIUM L I NE A R I F OL 1 UM
VASET
01 CHANTHE LI UM OLIGOSANTHES WILCOXIANUH
B, 60 IV I N
ASHE
OICHANTHE Llun OVALE AODISONII
SCRIfJN .
DI CHANTHELIUM ACUMINATUM URIGHTIANUM
H
. e.K.
I CHAN THE L lUM LAXIFLORUM
A.HITCHC . S CHASE
GRAY
D ICHANTHE L lUM XANTHOPHYSUM
ASHE









P. CORNUALLI SENSI S D.LOEVE
C PAPAVER LAPPONICUH OCCIDENTALE
P. CROCEUM LEDEF).
P. f REE OMANI ANUM D.LOEVE
( PAPAVER LAPPONICUH OCCIDENTALE
P. HULTEN II G, KNABEN
( PAPAVE R MACOUNI I
SALMONICOLOR HULTEN
A .E.PORS ILD
( P APAV E R M ACOUN I I
0. LOEVE •
( PAPAVER LAPPONICUH OCCIDENTALE
(TOLHI E )NOROH.
G. KNABEN
C PAPAVER LAPPONICUH OCCIDENTALE
HULTEN
0. LOEVE





Source Manuals Family Name No.
PARAL ABA T I A




















P. SERRUL A TA
(A.DC.)J .D.HOOK.
{SU'ARTZ)ME2












P. TILI AC EUM
PARK I a
p. t imori ana
parkTnsonTa
PARMENTI ERA
























































P. L YRA TUM
a
N














P. PALUDI V AGUM
R. eR.














(H .B.K . ) JENN.
CUPHEA MICRANTHA





gR I TTON •
CUPHEA IGNEA
<C AV. ) SMALL
CUPHEA PROCU'IBENS
GRAY
(NUTT. ) TORR , & GRAY
M. E.JONES
PARTHEfJIUM LIGULATUM














PARTHENOC I SSUS QUINQUEFOLIA
(A .KERN. ) FR ITS CH
PARTHENOC 1 SSUS VITACEA




















































N PASPALUM MELANO SP ERMUM
NASH
( PASPALUM SETACEUM STRAMINEUM
CILI AT IFOLIUM MI CHX.
a PASPALUM SETACEUM C I L I AT I F OL 1 UM
MUHLENBERGIl ( N A SH ) F E RNA L D






PASPALUM SETACEUM U 1 L L OS I SS I MUM
LE CONTE










Symbol Genus/Species Author Source HAnuals Family Name
Synonym Habit
• P. GLAbRATUM (EN6ELM. Ex VASEY)C.HOHR • ..G •••...... •
i PASPALU" FLORIOANUH GLABRATUM
• P. GLASRJM POIR. .......E* •
= PASPALUM LAXUM
PALE5 P. LENTlfERUH LAM. ...;.... PG
= PASPALUM PRAECOX CURTISIANUM
PALE6 P. LEONINUM CHASE E" • ACCEPTED
= PASPALUM RUPESTRE
PAL05 P. LONGEPEOUNCULATUM LECONTE .BG?"" PG
ff PASPALUM SETACEUM LONGEPEOUNCULATUM
PALO' P. LONGIPILUM NASH ... 2 .................. . pg
< PASPALUM LAEVE
( PASPALUM LAEVE PILOSUH
PAME4 P. MELANOSPERMUM DESV. £• • ACCEPTED
N PASPALUM 90SCIANUM
PA0R3 P. ORdlCULARE G.FORST. ....................... PG ACCEPTED
PASPALUM SCROBICUL ATUH
• P. PASPALODES (M ICHX .)SCRIBN. ....................... .
N PASPALUM DISTICHUM
• P. POIHETII IIOEM. g J.A.SCHULTES .....................£. .
= PASPALUM CAESPITOSUM '
N PASPALUM SAUGE T I 1
• P. PORTORICENSE NASH .................... .E > •
= PASPALUM MOLLE
PAPR5 P. PROPINOUUM NASH ..^ ^ • PQ
• PASPALUM SETACEUM C 1 L 1 AT I F OL lUM
PAPU4 P. PU8ESCENS MUHL. EX UILLO. NOMEN SUPERFL. • •B•^ PG
• PASPALUM SETACEUM
PABE6 P. REPENS BERGIUS ...J................
N PASPALUM FLUITANS
PARIJ P. RIGIDIFOLIUM NASH ...J...
« PASPALUM SETACEUM RIGIDIFOLIUM
PARU P. RUPESTRE TRIN.
= PASPALUM LEONINUM
PASC6 P. SCROBI CULATUH L. • . B" J
= PASPALUM 0R'5ICULARE
PASE4 P. SEPARATUM SHINNERS ....................
• PASPALUM SETACEUM
PASES P. SETACEUM MICHX. F B62 CLM ... .T 6 *.'••. >
. PASPALUM SEPARATUM
• PENNI SETUM RUPPELI 1
• P. SIMFSONII NASH E- •
= PASPALUM ULOOGETTII
PAST6 P. STRAflNEUM NASH ............. i ........ . PG
a PASPALUM SETACEUM STRAMINEUM
PASU2 P. SUPINUM HOSC ... 2 .................. . PG
H PASPALUM SETACEUM SUPINUM
PATES P. TEXANUM SWALLEN ....................... PG
• PASPALUM PLICATULUH

















Source Manuals Family Name
PENSI
PENS TEMON
Synbol Genus/Species Author Source Manuals Family Name
Synooym ^ Habit
nUMZ S I.JOHNST. Q... H
(L.lUILLD. f BG2."""" •••• • Pf ACCEPTED
PENSTEMON LAEVIGATUS
S.L.CLARK • ....................... PF
PENSTEfON CYANANIHUS SUBGLABER






50LAN0. FBG'C" pF ACCEPTED
PENSTEMON HIRSUTUS
GRAY .................. Q ... . 5
KECKIELLA LEMMONII
GRAY .......




. KECK ) D. KECK EX A.HOLMGR. & REVEAL INED. . ....................... .






KECKIELLA AN T I R RHI NO I D E S MICROPHYLLA
SRAY
......90.... PF ACCEPTED
N PENSTEMON B ARNEB Y I
N PENSTEMON JANISHIAE
eiSTU. . IJ...... PF ACCEPTED
O.KECK .
PENSTEMON MARCUSIl
5REENE ....... .y. ......U9 pF ACCEPTED
(D . KECK) CRONQ. .......*....*.. ..9 .*** * pF
PENNELL ......M pF ACCEPTED
PENSTEMON ARKANSANUS
(DOUGL. EX LINDL. > TRAUTV. ' .................. Q ... . h
NOTHOCHELONE NEMOROSA
DOUGL. EX BENTH. . ....... .y ..9..... PF ACCEPTED
(PENNELL >CRONO. .................9..... PF
GREENE ..................Q....PF
PENSTEMON RYOBERGll







T.BRANOEG. .............;. .y ..... . PF ACCEPTED
PENSTEMON CALCAREUS
DOUGL. EX R.GRAH, . ........ y . r. .... U9 Q * A. . PF ACCEPTED
(M.E.JONES) A. NELS. ....................... .
(PENNELL )CRONQ. 9 p pH
( A .NELS . )CfiON(J , .................9..... PFH
(HOOK. )CRONQ. .................9..... pfH
(HOOK. )0. KECK **..*•***..*.•****.**.* PF
LINDL. • .....z. ........ PF
PENSTEMON CAMPANULATUS
A. NELS, .............;......... PF ACCEPTED
PENSTEMON VIRGATUS
DOUGL. EX LINDL. • ....9 h ACCEPTED




(A8RAMS)0.KECK .................. ... . s
A. NELS. ........ Y.R.. ;N.U90." .. PF ACCEPTED
(PENME LL )0. KECK ............. Z ........ . PF
PYD3. ....... .y ...... .U. .... . PF ACCEPTED
N PENSTEMON UTAHENSIS
• P. SUFFRUTESCENS RYDB. • .
( PENSTEMON CRANDALLII
PETES P. TERNATUS TORR. EX GRAY . • Q"" S
« KECKIELLA TERNATA
• S SEP lENTRIONALlS (HUNZ 8 I . J OHN S T . ) . KE CK .Q ... , 5
• P. lOLMIEl HOOK. ••• .
» PENSTEMON PROCERUS TOLMIEI
• S BRACHYANTHUS ( P E NNE LL ) D. KE C K
• S FORMOSUS (A .NELS. )0. KECK •
PETO P. lORREYI BENTH. pp
« PENSTEMON BARSATUS TORREYI
PEUI P. UTAHENSIS EASTa. •"• .ZN.U.QQ... PF ACCEPTED
N PENSTEMON SUBGLABER
" P. VARIABILIS SUKSO. • • .
a PENSTEMON OEUSTUS VARIABILIS
• P. VENOSUS (D.KECK)REVEAL • pF
fl PENSTEMON ANG UST I F OL I US VENOSUS
PEVI4 P. VIRGATUS GRAY ........ y . R. .£ M . U ..... . PF ACCEPTED
> PENSTEMON PUTUS
• S ARI20NICUS (GRAY)D.KECK • •. in........ PF
( PENSTEMON DEAVERI























» GESNERIA ALBI FLORA









P. CBUtNTA (MASSON Ex L ' H E H. ) P. B .U EBB i BEBTHEL.
GRAY








Source Manuals Family Name No.




LEPTOSTACHYA SMALL NOMEN SUPERFL. •
tf POLYGONUM PUNCTATUM L E P TO S T A C H V UM
SEGETUM (H .B.K.) SMALL
U POLYGONUM SEGETUM
SETACEA tBALDW. ) SMALL •
« POLYGONUM SETACEUM
VULGARIS P. a. WEBB & MOQ.
• POLYGONUM PERSICARIA
PERULARI A








Source Manuals Family Name
*



































































H I RSUT A
STELLAR lA















































Symbol Geaus/Specles Author Source Manuals Family Name Mo.
Synonym Habit
PHOii PHOTiNin LiNOU. rosa<:eae 14
PHAR6 P. AROUTIFOLIA LINOL. * *•*•«••**»•**•**** QO** * T
« HETEROMELES ARBUTIFOLIA
• CERINA JEPS. ••....<.•.•...... .00... s
PHRA6 PHSA6MITES ADANS. GRAMINEAE
PHC015 P. COMMUNIS TRIN. F 86 • C" N • '5 -T • ZN -USO • '3 • PEG
< PHRAGMITES AUSTRALIS
• aERLANDIERI ( F OURN . ) F ERNAL D F •••• •M .•*."••... 0* •• • •
= PHRAGMITES AUSTRALIS






































































S KAMTSCHAT IC A
PICflOCOCCUS
PICTETIA
NUTT, EX TOBR. i GBA Y

































SOLAND. IN AIT. •
PITCA I RNI A ANGUSTI fOL I A
PITCHEBI A
PITHECEILOBIUM











P. CL AD ANT HUM







































PH AE OC ARPUH
REPENS
=ISU3 P. SULCATUM



























































Source Manuals Family Name No.
(NUTT. EX D .C . E AT, ) WE ATHERBY




















ILATAT 01 DES HUL TEN
( PLATAN THE RA MEDIA
DILATATA ( P U RS H ) L I ND L . EX BECK
ANGUST I FOLIA HOOK.
C H LORAN TH A HU L TEN
C PLATAN THE PA MEDIA
GRAC IL I S LI NOL.
It PLATANTHERA HYPERBOREA GRACILIS
HOLOCHILA (HILLEBR.)KRAEN2L.
{ PLATANTHERA HYPERBOREA VIRIDIFLORA
LACERA (MICHX.)G.DON
TERRAE- NOVAE CF ERNALOLUER
SACCAT A
PL TI
Symbol Genu 6 /Species
Synopym















































POLYGALA VERT K ILLATA
SLAKE
POLYGALA BARBEYANA




SERPYLLlfOLIA J. A. C. HOSE
SUBSPINOSA S.WATS .
HETERORHYNCHA BARNES Y
ff POLYGALA HETF RORHYNCHA












POLTG AL A SANG Ul NE A
POL YGONA TUM








COMMUTATUM (J. A. S J . H . S C H UL T E S ) A . D I E TR.
< POLYGONATUM BIFLORUM
MELLEUM FARW.
ff POLYGONATUM alFLORUM MELLEUM
























AMPH 13 I UM L.
S L AE VIMARGliJATUM HULTEN •
C POLYGONUM AHPHIBIUM STIPULACEUM
fl POLYGONUM NATANS
AUSTINI AE GREENE
fl POLYGONUM OOJGLASII AUSTINIAE
AVIC ULARE L.
N> POLYGONUM NEGLECTUM
ANGUST ISSIMUM ME ISN.
ERECTUM CL.JPOTH EX MEISN. •
H POLYGONUM ERECTUM













(ME ISN. ) H. ST. J OHN
CLANGE)SMALL •









MUHL. EX WILLD. •
POLYGONUM AMPHIBIUM EMERSUM










Source Manuals Family Name No.
FERNALO
FE RNAL

















P , H OK E R !
«
P. HYMENOPHYLLOIDES













P. PHYLLI T lOIS
L ATUM
P. PHYMATODES






















PLEOPELI I S LI NEARI 5
L.


























































Source Manuals Family Name
P0RI9
P0CA16

















( J .OS. HAGSTR. ) FERN ALD
tMORONG) FERNALO
(F.ilERTENS & W.KOC H) FERNALO
F ER.NAL D
POTAMOGETON D I V E RS I f OL lU S
PO I«.





POTAMOGE TON SPI RILLUS
RAF.
> POTAMOGETON BICUPULATUS
TF. 1 CHOP HYL LUS MORONG
EP IH YORUS RAF.
N POTAMOGETON INSULANUS
(CHAM. & SC HLE CHT . ) F ERNALD *
(PEAK) HOUSE
(CHAM, i, SCHLEChT. )CALOER & R.L.TAYLOR
f E RNAl t>
POTAMOGETON FOLIOSUS FI9RILL0SUS
PERS.
(M.N.BLY TT) ASCHERS . & 6RAEBN. •
C R AF. > H. ST. JOHN
( J .W. R0t3BINS)R EVEAL









C J . W. R OUBINS) J .U.ROea INS Ex MORONG *
H POTAMOGETON PUSILLUS GEMMIPARUS
GRAMINEUS L,
GPAMINl FOL lUS FR .
MAXIMUS MORONG •
MYRIOPHYLLUS J. U. ROBS INS
HETE ROPHYLLUS SCHREB .
N POTAMOGE TOM GRAMINEUS GRAMINIFOLIUS
( POTAMOGETON ILLINOENSIS
J









































P. PACI FI C A
ft










































(M ICHX . ) TORR. & GRAY
POTENIILLA NORVEGICA HON S PE L 1 E NS 1 S




t A.NELS. )J. T.HOUELL •
PURPUSIA AR120NICA
PURPUSIA SAXOSA
J . M.MA COUN












































HALLER F . •
SIBBALOIA PROCUMBENS














P. V I RG IN I ANA
P. VIRGULATA

























. QG. .••..•.**..* .9 •• **• PF
FBG.....Y'" 90.A.. PF ACCEPTED
FB. ............. ....... .
F eG2..MS YSRT ..... 9..... AQPF ACCEPTED




. aG .........**.****•** . PF
...A.. PF ACCEPTED
.BG" ......... 2N. ...... * PF
•••2 .
....................... PF
FBG.CMS .5.I6....90.... PF ACCEPTED
FBG***MS Y5RT6 ZN..90Q... ABF ACCEPTED
.
.****M ...... ;n. . .00.. . ABF

























































Symbol Geoua/Specles Author Source Manuals Family Name
Synonym Habit
P ARV I f LORA ( POIR. ) DC.
ROULEAUANA VI C TOR IN
( PRUNELLA VULGARIS LANCEOLATA
PRUNU PRUNUS L. RO
PRAM P. AMERICANA MARSHALL F 8G 2 C*M S Y5 R* 6 •• * U 9 • • • • • ST
PRAML LANATA SUDW. FBG2C*******6«*»*»**'««*T
- PRUNUS NIGRA
• P. AMTGDALUS BATSCH *••••• **..**i...*U*0****T
< PRUNUS DULCIS
PRAN3 P. ANGUSTIFOLIA MARSHALL FBG2C*H**5*T6*****»****ST
• VARIAN5 CW. WIGHT & U . P . HE R 1 C K ) C . K . SC H N E I D . **••**«*•*•***•*•*•*••• •
• WATSON II (SARG.)WAUGH F **••••••*••* •**•••*••••
• S VARIAnS W.WIGHT & U.P.HEDRICK • *•****...* *T *••*•*••• • ST
• P, 9ESSEYI L.H.BAILET f •*•*** S *5 R* •.*..*•**• * S
« PRUNUS PUMILA BESSEVI
• P. CUNEATA RAF. ...2.....»*.*......*.-*S
ft PRUNUS PUMILA CUNEATA
• P, OEMISSA CfJUTT,>UALPERS ...»...*................
a PRUNUS VIRGINIANA DEHISSA
• P, DEPRESSA PURSH F •••*••••**•••••*••••• • •
tt PRUNUS PUMILA DEPRESSA
PREM P. EMARGINATA (DOUGL, EX HOOK . ) W ALPE RS • ••«•.... Y» ... 2 N *• 90Q" • • ST
• CRENULAIA (GREENE) KEARN. & PEES. .............2......... ST
• MOLLIS (DOUGL. EX HOOK. )U. BREW. * ..*.*...*..*...**9***«*TS
• P. INJUCUNOA SMALL* *..2****. ••***•*•*•.*•* ST
< PRUNUS UMBELLATA
• P. INJUNCTA SMALL EX RAOF.^H.E.AHLES 8 C.R.BELL I NED. • *.*.c** **•**•*•• •*••••• T
fl PRUNUS IN JUCUNDA
PRIN3 P. INSITITIA L. FeG"«"*«*-""*"*"*T
tt PRUNUS DOMESTICA INSITITIA
• P. LANATA (SUDW.)MACKEN2.8BUSH *...*.*»......*....*....
= PRUNUS NIGRA
• P. MITIS BEADLE .. .^C*«'***«« •••••••••• ST
< PRUNUS UMBELLATA
PROC P. OCCI DEN TALIS SWARTZ .*..*...........*....aVT
N PRUNUS LYON I I
• P. PALMERI SARG, •....*«•••*••••••»••••• •
PRUNUS MEXICANA
PRPE2 P. PENSYLVANICA L.F. FBG?C**SY*R««***U9»»A»«ST
• S C0RYM8ULOSA ( R Y DB . ) W . Wl GH T * •*..*•****•.*•...•*••.* *
• P, REVERCHONII SARG. • .......».**.6... *...... .
< PRUNUS RI VJLARI S
PRSE2 P. SEROTINA EHRH. FBG*C*M**5*T62n****«-**T
• UIRENS CwOOTON & S T ANDL. ) HC V AUGH **••**•**..• Z •••••••• * ST
• SEX I MIA (SMALDHCVAUGH* *•.. .......T •.•••.••.•• TS
• SVIRENS (W00T0N&STAN0L.>MCVAUGH ••••.. •..•.T*ZN««***»**TS
• PRUNUS SEROTINA RUfULA
PRSU? P. SU3C0R0ATA BE NTH. ...............*.90«**«T
• kelloggii j.g.lehmon* ....*.......*.....0***»ST
• OREGANA (GREENE) U.W IGhT EX M.E.PECK ' ****.•*.•*.*.*•**• Q *•• * ST
• RUBICUNOA JEPS. •****•*..*****••. *Q ..* * ST
• P. SUSQUFHANAE WILLO, F ••*'***'•••••***•*•** * *
= PRUNUS PUMILA CUNEATA
• P, TOi'lENTOSA THUNB. •**.*•.*****•**•. ...•.•S
• P. VIREN5 (JOOTON S S T A N DL . ) SH REVE •..-..•......2.....*... ST
H PRUNUS SEROTINA VIRENS
• RUFULA CUOOTON & S T ANOL. ) S A fl G .
PRVI P. VIRGINIANA L.
• DEMISSA (NUTT. )TORR. *




















Symbol G«aus/Specles Author Source Manuals Family Name No.
Synonym ^ ^ Habit
'TER05 PTEROLEPIS (DOHIQ. PIEL A S I ONAT AC E « E 244
PTEROPHrlON CASS. COMPOSIIAE 304
P. ARISTATUM CE LLIO TT )E. J.ALEX. .. .2«.. Pf
« VERBESINA ARl ST ATA
P. HELIANTHOIDES ( HI CH X
. ) E . J . AL EX. ...J................... PF
« VERBESINA H EL I A NTH 01 E S
P. HE IE ROPHYLLUH ( C H Apn . ) E . J . A L E X . .. .2 ..•..•••.......... . PF
» HETEROPHYLLA EROPHYLLUM











M I C H X .
TORR. 8. GRAY
< PYCNANTHEMUM INCANUM
P.X CLINOPODIOIDES TORR. & GRAY
N PYCNANTHEMUM PILOSUM
< PVC NANTHEMUM VERTICILLATUH
(GREENE) E.GRANT & EPL.
< PYCNANTHEMUM ALBESCENS
(WALTER)B.S.P.




C L . ) M I C H X .
> PYCNANTHEMUM ALBESCENS
> PYCNANTHEMUM P Y CNA NTH EHO I OE S
(NUTT. )FERNALC>
tt PYCNANTHEMUM LOO^IISII
CE .GRANT i EPL. )FE RNALD
NUTT.
N PYCNANTHEMUM C L I NOP D I I E S









(M ICHX . )PERS.
) PYCNANTHEMUM C L 1 NOPO D I 1 D E S








































(J ALTE R) OC.
















(I. PORTER EX GRAY)GREENE •
HAPLOPAPPUS INTEGRI FOL lUS
(HOOK. )GREENE
HAPLOPAPPUS LANCEOLATUS













































Source Manuals Family Name
QUVIM M ARI TIMA




r. he te rophyll a
r. hi sp id a
r. palustris





RA ILLI ARDI A
Symbol Genus/Species
Synogym
Source Manuals Family Name
R. srRUTH I OLOlDEi
If










R. ORUKf ONOI I
R, HUMI Fu S A










DEG. i, SHERFF •
DU8AUT I A VAFR A
SHERF F



































RANUNCULUS E S C H SC H OL T Z I I SUKSDORFII
(GRAY) L. OENSON
N> RANUNCULUS E S C H SC MOL T Z I I EXIMIUS
MUHL. EX aiGEL. •
(GREENE ) FERNALD
(SMALDL .BENSON














































Source Manuals Family Name No.
R. VFRNIX
























































































R. Ml RIFI CA
H
R. MOHAUENSIS




























































Symbol Genus/Species Author Source Manuals Family Name
Synonym Habit




W.H. BLANCH. F ••••••.•••••••• - S ACCEPTED
RUBUS ORTIUUS
c RUBUS SETOSUS
L.H. BAILEY f ..............••••.•• < S ACCEPTED
< RUBUS HISPIDUS
CHAM. S SChLECHT. .....Q.... s ACCEPTED
• EA sTuooDi Anus (rydh.jmunz ..*.**.....* .....*o**.. sv
* TITANUS CL . H. SAl LEY )L . H.3A ILE Y •..****.*.*.*•...* U *•• * *
* R. VIxARGUTUS L.H. BAILEY ...........»...*..*.... *
( RUBUS SUUS
RUUH R. WHARTONIAE L.H.BAILEY F •••***•••••*•**••***• * * ACCEPTED
N< RUBUS ENSLEMI
RUUH? R. UHEELERI L.H.BAILEY F ••••••••••*••••• • S ACCEPTED
N< RUauS SETOSUS
RUUI R. WISCONSINENS IS L.H. BAILEY F ••••••••••••••••••.•• • S ACCEPTED
N< RUBUS PENS ILVANICUS

















Source Manuals Family Name No.















































S. 5ILI CI COLA
S. V IRG IN I ANA
AO ANS ,
( L . ) TORR .
SABAT I A STELL AR I S
(M iCHX . ) FERNALO
(U ALTE R) R.M.HARPER •
SABAT I A t) ARTR AH I I
3A6AT1A OODECANORA CORIACEA
(L . )9.S.P. *
C ELLIOTT )H. E.AHLES
SABAT I A 9 ARTR AMI I
( F E RNA LD )H. E, AHLES
SABAT 1 A K ENNE DY ANA
ST EUD.
SABATI A •JKEUI FOLIA
FERfJAL D
SABATIA OODECANORA FOLIOSA




(M ICHX . ) PURSH
SABATIA QUADRANGULA
SABAT I A 01 FFORM 1 S
PURSH •
SABAT I A C AMPANULAT A
AUBL.









{NUTT, EX TORR. S GRAT)SMALL
MI NUART I A bRE V I FOL I A
( M I NUAR T I A UNI FL ORA
(SALTER) SHALL
A HINUARTIA CAROLINIANA
(HI CHX . ) SHALL
H MINUART I A GLABRA
(RETZ. (SHALL
n HINUARTIA GROENLANOKA





« APENAR I A S TR I CT A
A MINUART I A HI CHAUXI I
(WALTER) SHALL "
fl MI NUART lA UNI FLORA
























































Source Manuals Faoily Name No.
SAKAT
SAPEIO





G. F .ME YEP





























(N YLANO. )ME LA & C A J .
C. A.MEYER
SARBACENIA
Symbol Genus/Species Author Source Manuals Family Name
Synonym Habit
SAPUt
SAX I FR AC A
Symbol Genus/Species
Synonym
Source Manuals Family Name
*





























HIRT I F LORU^
SEMIBERBE
9E AUV.
9E NTH. EX ENDL ,
HACK.
NEES
(HACK. )UOOTON S SIANOL.
ANDROPOGON CIRRATUS
C SPREN6. )NASH
SCHIZACHYRIUM S A NG U 1 N E UM BR E «I P E D 1 CE LL A T JM
(f OURN .) A.CAMUS
SCHIZACHYRIUM SANGUINEUM BR E V 1 P EO I CE L L A T UM
NEES


















UNCI NA T A
C DRVANO, )J . f .MACBR .
N> SCHRANK I A LAT lOENS
(DC . ) S IANOL . *
NSC HRANK I A UNCI NAT A
<L . )ORI TTON S ROSE


















MKBOC ARPUS J. S k .PRESL •





















LONG ISP ICATUS CORITT ON) CRONQ,
fl SCIRPUS AMERICANUS L NG I S P I C A TUS
S. (lUINQUEFLORUi F.HARTI1ANN
ELEOCHARI S PA UC [FLORA









Symbol Genus/Species Author Source Maouals Family Name
Synonym Habit
SCREP PU3ESCENS BRITTON •BG"L . 4CCEPTE0
SCLEB I A S£T«C EA
SCSEJ S. SETACEA POIB. ...J......... E'PG ACCEPTED
= SCLERIA RETICULARIS PUBESCENS
• S. STEVENSIANA BRITTON .............-...••••£. .
= SCLERI A SE TAC EA
SCTB S. TRICLOmERATA MICHX. F BGJCLM " 5 .T 6 • S. PG ACCEPTED
> SCLERIA FLACCIDA
> SCLERIA NITIOA
SCLER10 SCLEROCACTuS BRITTON i ROSE CACTACEAE
' S. INTERMEDIUS PEEB. ....,........;......... $s
« SCLEROCACTUS PARUIfLORUS INTERMEOIUS
SC WH S. WHIPPLEI (EN6ELH. 8 J , M ,8 1 G EL , >3R I T TON & ROSE ' ............. ^ N ....... * SS ACCEPT






(L. (CRISES. .B'J ........90Q... AG
CATAPODIUH RI GI DUM
PHILIPPI








Symbol Genus/Species Author Source Manuals Family Name No.
Synonym Habit
• S. AUSTBALI5 ( f ASS E TT > EP L .
H SCUTELLARIA PARVULA AUSTRALIS
SCC04 S. COROIFOLIA fISCH. EX WALPERS NOMEN SUPERFL.* NON FISCH.
• SCUTE LLAR lA OVATA
SCEP S. EPILOellFOLIA A. HAH.
» SCUTELLARIA GALERICULATA EP I LOB I I FOL I A
SCGA S. GALERICULATA L.
• EPILOal If OLIA (A .HAM.) JOROAL
SCHA6 S. HAVANENSIS JACJ.
• PORTORICENSIS E.LEONARD
SCIN2 S. INIEGRIFOLIA L.
• MUL T I 6L ANDULOS A kEARN.
« SCUTELLARIA M UL T IG L A N ULO SA









SCUTELLAR I A AM8IGUA
PERS.
SCUTELLARIA ELL IPI ICA
J . HILL •
SCUTELLARIA COROIFOLIA
(BENTH. JBLAKE
(A .WOO D) FERNAL D
MICHX. FeG2C'MS'5'T6""»«"
(EPL.)FERNALD F«*»«*MS*5*T6**'«-«*

























SEOU" SPA IHULIf OLIUM PUROYI
E. J .AL EX . •
SEDUM PARVUM NANIFOLIUM
(L. )SCOP. •
1 (RAf .) A.BERGER •
fl SEDUM INTEGRI FOLIUM









Symbol Geous/Specles , Author Source Manuals Family Name
Sypoaym Habit
GRAY NY CTA6I NACEAE
GRAY •• ******************** * pf




Source Manuals Family Name
SELU











« SEIARIA UERTICILLATA AMBIGUA
BREUISETA ( D QElL) A . H I T C H C.
























Source Manuals Family Name
S. LACINIATfl
GftEGGI I

















S. RUMl CI FOLIUM
S, SCAUERRIHUM







{TORR. i GRAY) SMAL L
SILPHIUM COMPOSITUM OUATIFOLIUM












PINNATIFIOUM ( E LL I T T ) 6R A Y •
# SILPHIUM PINNATIFIOUM
TRIFOLIATUM L.








































N SISYRINCHIUM ANGU ST 1 F OL I UM
BIRAMEUM PIPER




























































Source Manuals Family Name
Habit
faG2CL'""t '""""'l' Plf ACCEPTED






. **2.*. ............... . PF




F ..***. •*•-.**•*.•..••* •
F •••••••..... .
FBG2C*H**5*T6*.... .... . PF ACCEPTED
• B'*... ...""•••.••••• •






«...C.. ...•T."".0"*' AF ACCEPTED
...J... ...... .....OQ." • AF ACCEPTED




Source Maouals Faolly Name
S0DU2
SPAThODE A








































(RUU 4 PA«ON)FISCH. S C. A. MEYER































Source Manuals Family Name
ST ACH!
ST ACH






S. 9YZANT I NA
S. COOLEYAE
S. CRENATA



































M I C H X .
STACHYS HISPIDA




STACHYS AGRAR I A
L.
(MILL. )BRIO.











SHUTTLEW. EX BENTH, *
STACHYS PALUSTR IS
STACHYS C ORDAT A












CNUTT , ) F ERNALD
(MUTEL ) GROGNOT
HOUSE NOMEN SUPERFL. •
STACHYS CORDATA
MIO.























Source Manuals Family Name No.






























LOHARI OPS IS KUN 2EANA
(L . )J. SH ITH
LOHARI OPSIS S0R9IF0LI A
(DESU. )T. MOORE
LOMARIOPS I S TENUI FOLI A
ST EN05
Symbol Geous/Specles Author Source Manuals Family Name
^ Synonym Habit
SIENOTUS NUTT. COMPOSITAE
• S. ACAULIS NUTT. .
a HAPLOPAPPUS ACAULIS
> S. ARMERIOIDES NUTT. ....................... .
HAPLOPAPPUS ARHERIOIDES
STEPHANOMER lA NUTT. COMPOSITAE
S. HVRIOCLADA D.C.EAT. QQ. . . .
» STEPHANOMERIA TENUIfOLIA MVRIOCLADA
STERCULIA L. ST E R C UL I AC EAE
S. APETALA (JACQ. IKARST. ..................... E P T
S. DIVERSIFOLIA G . D ON .£. .
S. FOETIDA L. ................**
...g V *
S. PLATANIFOLIA L.F. * ....................... .
H FIRMIANA PLATANIFOLIA
AOANS. CARYOPHYLLACEAE 105
STETH01A RAF. ACANTHACEAE 290
S. COrlATA (L.)tlRITTON .................... .E • .
H JUSTl C I A COMATA
S. PECTORALIS (JACO.)RAF. £• •
« JUSTIC I A PEC TORALIS
S. VERT !C ILLARl S ( N E ES) BR I T TON • •• E" •
« JUST IC I A VERT IC ILLARIS
























UTRICULAR I A CORNUTA
C V AHL) BA RNH ART
UTRICULAR 1 A JUNCEA
BA RNH ART
UTRICULARIA JUNCEA

























Source Manuals Family Name No.
SU AIN
Symphytum
Symbol Genus/Species Author Source Manuals Family Name
Synonym Habit
SYMPH? SYMPHYTUM L. BORAGINACEAE
* S, ULIGINOSUM A.KERN.






























NEBE If OLI A




































(L . )R .BR .
T ABERNAEMONI ANA CORONARIA
VA HL
TABE RNAEMONT ANA DIVARICATA




. S G .f ORST.
NEUSKII •
(S IMONKA DNEVSKII




















































C AMPHO RATUM LESS.
N TAWACETUM DOUGLAS I I
D. C.EAr.
» SPHAEBOMERIA CANA












SPHAEROMERIA PO T EN T I L L 01 D ES
CRONQ.
SPHAEROMERIA PO TENTI L L 01 D E S NITROPHILA
A.NELS.
SPHAEROMERIA SIMPLEX
C A NU H






















































































































(L YONS )A .3L YTT
M .P.C HR.
D AHLST .











•••••••* Y**** **'*9 ••**• PF
.........U...... PF
..••..•..90.... PF ACCEPTED
FBG"""«..'...... ••••• PF ACCEPTED
........Y*.*.....?..*.. PF
................






















F BG*..** Y.R..... •9.*A^ . PF ACCEPTED




• *•• •••• PF
PF
F
........Y. ...... .9.".. PF ACCEPTED





Fe*....".... "A.. PF ACCEPTED
•BG...*S Y5 •". 2N..90Q"* . PF ACCEPTED
F B..'... .•••........••• .




........ Y.R..2N. .9..... PF ACCEPTED
•••.****..•*•.*.. ...... PF
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